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Abstract
As known, factor analysis is a popular method to reduce dimension for high-
dimensional data. For matrix data, the dimension reduction can be more effectively
achieved through both row and column directions (Wang et al., 2019). In this paper,
we introduce a threshold factor models to analyze matrix-valued high-dimensional
time series data. The factor loadings are allowed to switch between regimes, control-
ling by a threshold variable. The estimation methods for loading spaces, threshold
value, and the number of factors are proposed. The asymptotic properties of these
estimators are investigated. Not only the strengths of thresholding and factors, but
also their interactions from different directions and different regimes play an impor-
tant role on the estimation performance. When the thresholding and factors are all
strong across regimes, the estimation is immune to the impact that the increase of
dimension brings, which breaks the curse of dimensionality. When the thresholding
in two directions and factors across regimes have different levels of strength, we show
that estimators for loadings and threshold value experience ’helping’ effects against
the curse of dimensionality. We also discover that even when the numbers of fac-
tors are overestimated, the estimators are still consistent. The proposed methods are
illustrated with both simulated and real examples.
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1 Introduction
Traditional multivariate time series models face computational challenges and loses effi-
ciency when the dimension grows. Factor analysis is considered as an effective way to allevi-
ate these problems by dimension reduction and to model the dynamics of high-dimensional
time series (Geweke, 1977; Chamberlain and Rothschild, 1983; Pen˜a and Box, 1987; Forni
and Reichlin, 1998; Forni et al., 2000; Bai and Ng, 2002; Stock and Watson, 2002a,b; Pen˜a
and Poncela, 2006; Hallin and Liska, 2007; Fan et al., 2016). Wang et al. (2019) further
extended factor models to matrix-valued time series, achieving greater dimension reduc-
tion by utilizing the matrix structure of data and taking both row and column dimension
reduction. Let Xt (t “ 1, . . . , T ) be a matrix-valued time series.
Xt “ RFtC1 ` Et, t “ 1, 2, . . . , T,
The dynamics of Xt is driven by Ft is a k1 ˆ k2 unobserved matrix-valued time series of
common fundamental factors. R is a p1ˆk1 row loading matrix, and C is a p2ˆk2 column
loading matrix. RFtC
1 is the common component, and Et is a p1ˆ p2 error matrix. C and
R reflect the importance of common factors and their interactions.
Matrix-valued time series has many applications in economy, finance, and engineering.
Here we consider an example with values of four economic indicators, GDP growth(GDP),
unemployment(unem), risk-free rate(risk) and inflation rate(inf) from three countries (US,
UK, and Japan). Xt is a 4ˆ 3 matrix,
Xt “
¨˚
˚˚˚˚
˝
GDP-US GDP-UK GDP-Japan
unem-US unem-UK unem-Japan
risk-US risk-UK risk-Japan
inf-US inf-UK inf-Japan
‹˛‹‹‹‹‚.
Let the `-th columns of Xt, R, C, and Et be xt,`, r`, c`, and et,`, respectively. Let
y1t,m¨,e1t,m¨,r1m¨, and c1m¨ be the row vectors that denote the m-th row of Xt, Et, R, and C,
respectively. If we ignore other columns and only look at the `-th column of Xt, it can be
expressed as
xt,` “ RpFtc`¨q ` et,`. (1)
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This is a classic p1-dimensional vector-valued factor model for economic indicators of `-th
country. The dimension reduction is achieved in the sense that p1-dimensional xt,` is driven
by a k1-dimensional process pFtc`¨q. Since data in p1 rows are reduced into k1 rows, this is
called row dimension reduction.
Let us say that the `-th country is U.S., (1) can be written as
U.S. indicators xt,` Loading matrix R U.S. factors pFtc`¨q¨˚
˚˚˚˚
˝
GDP-US
unem-US
risk-US
inf-US
‹˛‹‹‹‹‚
t
“
¨˚
˚˚˚˚
˝
(loading)1,1 . . . (loading)k1,1
(loading)2,1 . . . (loading)k1,2
(loading)3,1 . . . (loading)k1,4
(loading)4,1 . . . (loading)k1,4
‹˛‹‹‹‹‚
¨˚
˚˝˚ (factor)1,US...
(factor)
k1,US
‹˛‹‹‚
t
` et,`, (2)
where
U.S. factors pFtc`¨q Factors Ft U.S. loadings pc`¨q¨˚
˚˝˚ (factor)1,US...
(factor)
k1,US
‹˛‹‹‚ “
¨˚
˚˝˚ (factor)1,1, . . . , (factor)1,k2... ... ...
(factor)k1,1, . . . , (factor)k1,k2
‹˛‹‹‚
t
¨˚
˚˝˚ (loading)US,1...
(loading)US,k2
‹˛‹‹‚. (3)
In (2), the vector pFtcj¨q contains k1 common row factors for the economic indicators of
the `-th country. R is its row loading matrix, in which the m-th column shows how much
of an impact the m-th common row factor pFtc`¨qm makes on the economic indicators.
Ft contains k1k2 common fundamental factors, which are building blocks of row factors.
In (3), we can see that m-th row factor (factor)
m,US on the left-hand side is constructed
by the fundamental factors in m-th row of Ft, and c`¨ reflects the interactions between
fundamental factors for country ` when building the row factors with Ft. If only looking
at `-th row of Xt, we could see the reason that C is called the column loading matrix in a
similar way.
The dimension reduction is achieved in model (1) in the sense that a p1 ˆ p2 matrix-
valued process Xt is driven by a k1 ˆ k2 matrix-valued process Ft. The m-th row in Ft is
used to construct the m-th row common factors, and the `-th column is used to construct
the `-th column common factors. The pm, `q-th entry in Rp1ˆk1 shows how much of an
impact the `-th row common factor makes on the m-th economic indicator. The pm, `q-th
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entry in Cp2ˆk2 quantifies the impact the `-th column common factor makes on the m-th
country.
When dealing with matrix-valued time series, the classical factor analysis convert them
to vectors by stacking the columns of matrix data on top of each other and ignore the
interactions between columns. Matrix factor model (1) overcomes the limitations, by fully
utilizing the matrix structure, and achieve greater dimension reductions among two direc-
tions, columns and rows (Wang et al., 2019).
Nonlinear dynamics have been a popular topic in factor models (Yalcin and Amemiya,
2001; Cunha et al., 2010; Fan et al., 2016, 2017) during the past a few decades. Structural
breaks (Breitung and Eickmeier, 2011; Chen et al., 2014; Han and Inoue, 2015; Ma and Su,
2018; Bai et al., 2017; Su and Wang, 2017; Barigozzi et al., 2018), thresholding (Massacci,
2017; Liu and Chen, 2019), and Markov chain (Liu and Chen, 2016) were introduced to
interpret the nonlinear behaviors observed in vector-valued time series data. However,
nonlinear factor models for matrix-valued time series analysis is a new area and has not be
exploited. In this paper, we introduce a threshold matrix factor model for high-dimensional
matrix-valued time series, where the dynamic of p1 ˆ p2 dimensional matrix time series is
driven by a k1 ˆ k2 dimensional matrix-valued factor process. In the model, loadings of
the factor process vary across regimes, and there exists a threshold variable controlling the
regime-switching mechanism.
We propose estimation methods for loading spaces and threshold value, and investigate
the asymptotic properties of the proposed estimators. When studying high-dimensional
data, people often consider the cases when the dimension and sample size both go to
infinity, and the increases in dimension may cause efficiency loss in estimation, which is
called the curse of dimensionality. In this paper, we discuss the influence of the curse of
dimensionality through the strength of the factor and the strength of the thresholding. It
has been found that when the row factors, column factors, and thresholding are all strong,
the estimation is immune to the curse of dimensionality. When two regimes have different
level of factor strength, interactions between regimes are similar to vector-valued threshold
factor models in Liu and Chen (2019), and there exists a ’helping’ effect, which means,
comparing to one-regime factor models the estimation for strong regime does not hurt
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asymptotically due to the presence of a weak regime, while the convergence rate for the
weak regime improves by introducing a strong regime. However, for matrix-valued threshold
factor models the growth rates of p1 and p2 both need to be considered when defining the
strength of regimes, which is different from vector-valued threshold factor models (See
details in Section 3). Comparing to vector threshold factor models (Liu and Chen, 2019)
which achieve dimension reduction only through one direction, matrix threshold factor
models accomplish it through two directions (row and column). The efficiency of threshold
value estimation is shown to be determined by the direction with stronger thresholding,
and is also exposed to the ’helping’ effect. The estimation of threshold value does not hurt
by introducing a direction with weaker thresholding, and the estimator of threshold value
gains some efficiency by the existence of a direction with stronger thresholding.
To estimate the number of factors, we follow the idea in Lam and Yao (2012) and extend
their ratio-based estimators for matrix-valued time series. Bai and Ng (2002); Hallin and
Liska (2007) studied the methods to estimate the number of factors for factor models, but
their methods perform poorly when there exists strong cross-sectional correlation in noise
process (Lam and Yao, 2012). The ratio-based estimator is first introduced by Lam and
Yao (2012) and applied to difference scenarios in Chang et al. (2015); Liu and Chen (2016);
Lee and Shao (2018); Wang et al. (2019); Liu and Chen (2019). It has been shown that the
probability of underestimation for the ratio-based estimator goes to zero asymptotically.
Though its consistency has not been confirmed theoretically, the estimator performs well in
numerical experiments. In this paper we show that even when the numbers of factors are
overestimated, the asymptotic properties of estimated loading spaces and threshold value
are the same with those when the numbers of factors are correctly estimated.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the threshold factor
model for high-dimensional matrix-valued time series. In Section 3, the estimations for
loading spaces, threshold value, and the number of factors are developed and the theoretical
properties are also investigated. We apply our methods to simulated and real data, and
present the results in Sections 4 and 5, respectively. All the regularity conditions, lemmas,
detailed mathematical proofs are in the Appendix.
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2 Model
Let Xt be a p1 ˆ p2 observed matrix-valued time series, where
Xt “
$&% R1FtC11 ` Et zt ă r0,R2FtC12 ` Et zt ě r0, t “ 1, . . . , T. (4)
Ft is a k1 ˆ k2 latent matrix-valued time series which consists of fundamental factors. Ri
is a p1 ˆ k1 row loading matrix, and Ci is a p2 ˆ k2 column loading matrix, for i “ 1, 2.
Et is a p1 ˆ p2 matrix which is the noise process and has no serial dependence. zt is
an observed threshold variable, controlling the switchings between two regimes. Loading
matrices tRi,Ciu are different across regimes.
Remark 1. Only one threshold variable zt is incorporated into model (4). We could intro-
duce two threshold variables to control the regime-switching for row and column loading
matrices separately, and the methods described in Section 3 also applies. For simplicity, in
the rest of the paper, we focus on model (4).
Remark 2. Model (4) with pk1k2q factors is a special case of matrix factor model (Wang
et al., 2019), since it can be written as
Xt “ rRrFt rC1 ` Et, (5)
where
rR “ ´ R1 R2 ¯ , rFt “
¨˝
FtIt,1 0
0 FtIt,2
‚˛, rC “
¨˝
C1
C2
‚˛,
which is a one-regime matrix factor model with constraints and p4k1k2q factors. The thresh-
old factor model (4) uses fewer factors and achieves greater dimension reduction by intro-
ducing regimes. Proposition 1 in Liu and Chen (2019) shows that ignoring the threshold
variable and using the one-regime model may lead to a mis-specified model and inconsis-
tent estimators. As is known, latent factors are challenging to interpret. By reducing the
number of factors, model (4) provides a more interpretable structure.
Remark 3. Most of papers on factor models in econometrics build their models based on
the assumption that the factors have impact on most of the series. The noise process has
weak serial dependence and weak cross-sectional dependence (Forni et al., 2000; Bai and
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Ng, 2002; Stock and Watson, 2002a,b; Fan et al., 2017). However, under this condition, the
common component and noise process are not identifiable when the dimension is finite. Pan
and Yao (2008), Lam et al. (2011), Lam and Yao (2012),Chang et al. (2015), and Liu and
Chen (2016) take another assumption that the factors capture all dynamics of the observed
process, which means the noise is white, and can accommodate strong cross-sectional de-
pendence. To make the common component and noise process separable, in this paper, we
follow their settings, and further relax their assumption by allowing heteroscedasticity for
the noise process.
As is known, the factor models have ambiguity issues, and Ri and Ci are not uniquely
defined (Lam et al., 2011; Lam and Yao, 2012; Chang et al., 2015; Liu and Chen, 2016;
Wang et al., 2019; Liu and Chen, 2019). Specifically, the model (4) can be re-written as,
Xt “
2ÿ
i“1
“
RiU
`
U´1FtV´1
˘
VC1i
‰
It,i ` Et, t “ 1, . . . , T,
where It,1 “ Ipzt ă r0q and It,2 “ Ipzt ě r0q. The row loading matrix, column loading
matrix and factor process can be replaced by RiU, CiV
1, and U´1FtV´1, for i “ 1, 2
and any non-singular matrices U and V. However, the column spaces spanned by Ri and
Ci, MpRiq and MpCiq, called row loading space and column loading space for regime i
respectively, are identifiable. Our aim is to estimate the row and column loading spaces,
MpRiq and MpCiq, instead of loading matrices, Ri and Ci for i “ 1, 2. We can further
decompose Ri and Ci as follows
Ri “ Q1,iW1,i, and Ci “ Q2,iW2,i,
where Qs,i is ps ˆ ks orthogonal matrices, and Ws,i is ks ˆ ks non-singular matrix, for
s, i “ 1, 2. By the definition, we have MpRiq “MpQ1,iq and MpCiq “MpQ2,iq. In the
following, we will estimate the orthonormal representatives ofMpRiq andMpCiq, Q1,i and
Q2,i, for i “ 1, 2. Let St “ ř2i“1 W1,iFtW2,iIt,i, and the model (4) can be re-expressed as
Xt “
2ÿ
i“1
Q1,iStQ
1
2,iIt,i ` Et, t “ 1, . . . , T.
Remark 4. The stationarity of the factor process can be ruined by any nonsingular
transformation using (RiUi,CiV
1
i,U
´1
i FtV
´1
i It,i) to replace (Ri,Ci,Ft) with U1 ‰ U2 and
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V1 ‰ V2. One advantage of our setting is that we do not impose stationarity assumptions
or any specific models for the factor process. Our estimation only require the latent process
to satisfy some mixing conditions stated in Appendix A.1.
Here is some notation we will use throughout the paper. Let vecp¨q be the vectorization
operator, which converts a matrix to a vector by stacking columns fo the matrix on top of
each other. For any matrix H, let }H}F and }H}2 denote the Frobenius and L-2 norms of
H, σipHq is the i-th largest singular value of H, rankpHq is the rank of H, and }H}min is the
square root of the minimum nonzero eigenvalue of H1H. We use hm¨ and h` to represent
the vectors with the entries in m-th row and the `-th column of H respectively, and hm` to
represent the m`-th entry of H. For a square matrix H, trpHq denotes its trace.
Our methods apply when EpFtq is nonzero. However, for ease of presentation, in the
rest of the paper, we assume that the process Ft has mean 0.
3 Estimation
3.1 Estimation of loading spaces
Define the indicator functions It,1prq “ Ipzt ă rq and It,2prq “ Ipzt ě rq. Here we present
a procedure with two tentative threshold values, estimating the loading spaces with a
partition in the form of It,1pr1q “ Ipzt ă r1q and It,2pr2q “ Ipzt ě r2q, which combines the
methods proposed by Wang et al. (2019) and Liu and Chen (2019). It can be seen that
when r1 ď r0 and r2 ě r0, the estimators are consistent.
Let qs,i,` be the `-th columns of Qs,i for s, i “ 1, 2. Let ci,`¨ and qs,i,`¨ be the vector with
entries in `-th row in Ci and Qs,i for s, i “ 1, 2. By the model (4) we have
xt,` “
$&% R1Ftc1,`¨ ` et,` “ Q1,1Stq2,1,`¨ ` et,` zt ă r0,R2Ftc2,`¨ ` et,` “ Q1,2Stq2,2,`¨ ` et,` zt ě r0. (6)
Let h be a positive integer, and define auto-cross-covariances of the factor process and
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observed process in different partition,
Ωsq,ij,m`ph, r1, r2q “ 1
T
T´hÿ
t“1
EpStq2,i,m¨q12,j,`¨S1tIt,ipriqIt`h,jprjqq,
Ωx,ij,m`ph, r1, r2q “ 1
T
T´hÿ
t“1
Epxt,mx1t`h,`It,ipriqIt`h,jprjqq,
for i, j “ 1, 2, and m, ` “ 1, . . . , p2.
Since the noise process is independent over time, when h ą 0, r1 ď r0 and r2 ě r0, we
have
Ωx,ij,m`ph, r1, r2q “ Q1,iΩsq,ij,m`ph, r1, r2qQ11,j. (7)
For a pre-determined positive integer h0, define
M1,ipr1, r2q “
h0ÿ
h“1
2ÿ
j“1
p2ÿ
m“1
p2ÿ
`“1
Ωx,ij,m`ph, r1, r2qΩx,ij,m`ph, r1, r2q1, for i “ 1, 2. (8)
By equation (7), when r1 ď r0 and r2 ě r0, it follows that
M1,ipr1, r2q “ Q1,i
˜
h0ÿ
h“1
2ÿ
j“1
p2ÿ
m“1
p2ÿ
`“1
Ωsq,ij,m`ph, r1, r2qΩ1sq,ij,m`ph, r1, r2q1
¸
Q11,i. (9)
M1,ipr1, r2q is a symmetric non-negative definite matrix sandwiched by Q1,i and Q11,i. If
M1,ipr1, r2q has rank of k1, its eigenvectors corresponding to its nonzero eigenvalues span the
row loading space,MpQ1,iq. Hence,MpQ1,iq can be estimated by the eigen-decomposition
of sample version of M1,ipr1, r2q. Let q1,i,kpr1, r2q be the unit eigenvector of M1,ipr1, r2q
corresponding to the k-th largest eigenvalue, and we can now uniquely define Q1,ipr1, r2q
by
Q1,ipr1, r2q “ pq1,i,1pr1, r2q, . . . ,q1,i,k1pr1, r2qq.
Now we define the sample version of the above statistics.
pΩx,ij,m`ph, r1, r2q “ 1
T
T´hÿ
t“1
xt,mx
1
t`h,`It,ipriqIt,jprjq, (10)
xM1,ipr1, r2q “ h0ÿ
h“1
2ÿ
j“1
p2ÿ
m“1
p2ÿ
`“1
pΩx,ij,m`ph, r1, r2qpΩx,ij,m`ph, r1, r2q1, (11)
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for i “ 1, 2. Let pq1,i,kpr1, r2q be the unit eigenvector of xM1,ipr1, r2q corresponding to the
k-th largest eigenvalue. Then the row loading space in regime i can be estimated by
{MpRiq “MppQ1,ipr1, r2qq,
where pQ1,ipr1, r2q “ pq1,i,1pr1, r2q, . . . ,q1,i,k1pr1, r2qq.
For the column loading spaces, they can be estimated by performing the same procedure
on the transposes of X1ts to construct M2,ipr1, r2q, for i “ 1, 2.
Remark 5. The sums in (10) and (11) run over a restricted range because xt`h is not
available for t ` h ą T . Here we follow the definitions in Shumway and Stoffer (2017),
using (10) and (11) as sample auto-cross-covariance matrices, instead of the ones that
would be obtained by dividing by T ´ h. For scalar time series, defining this way makes
its auto-covariance function a non-negative definite function (Shumway and Stoffer, 2017).
Remark 6. If Ωx,ij,m`ph, r1, r2q is full rank for some i, j “ 1, 2 and m, ` “ 1, . . . , p2,
theoretically any h ą 0 can be used to construct M1,i for loading space estimation. By
summing over h, we only require Ωx,ij,m`ph, r1, r2q to be full rank for one of the h’s, instead
of finding a particular h. Since the autocorrelation is often at its strongest at small time
lags, a relatively small h0 is usually adopted.
When studying high-dimensional time series, people not only let the sample size go to
infinity, but also consider the case when the dimension increases to infinity. It is common
to assume the norm of the loading matrices grows with the dimension. Lam et al. (2011),
Lam and Yao (2012), Chang et al. (2015), Liu and Chen (2016), Wang et al. (2019), and
Liu and Chen (2019) used the strength of factors to measure the growth rate as follows,
}Ri}22 — }Ri}2min — p1´δ1i1 , }Ci}22 — }Ci}2min — p1´δ2i2 ,
where δsi P r0, 1s, for s, i “ 1, 2, s is the index for dimension reduction directions(row/column),
and i is the index for regimes. The strength of the factors reflects the relative growth rate
of information about Ft carried by Xt as the dimensions increase, comparing to the growth
rate of the noise process. For example, if δ11 “ 0, the row factors are strong in regime 1, the
row loading matrix in regime 1 is dense, and Xt is fully loaded with signal. If δ11=1, the
row factors are extremely weak in regime 1, the row loading matrix in regime 1 is sparse,
and only noise is added to Xt as p1 increases.
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For matrix-valued threshold factor models, we also need to consider the growth rate
of p1 and p2 when comparing the strength of two regimes. If p
δ11´δ12
1 p
δ21´δ22
2 Ñ 0 as p1
and p2 go to infinity, loading matrices in regime 1 are denser, and data in regime 1 carry
more useful information about Ft. Hence, we say regime 1 is stronger than regime 2.
If pδ11´δ121 p
δ21´δ22
2 Ñ 8 as p1 and p2 go to infinity, data in regime 2 carry more useful
information about Ft, and regime 2 is stronger than regime 1. If p
δ11´δ12
1 p
δ21´δ22
2 — 1,
regime 1 are as strong as regime 2.
Before presenting the asymptotic properties of the proposed estimators, we introduce a
measure to quantify the distance of two linear spaces, which is first proposed by Liu and
Chen (2019). Let S1 be a pˆq1 full-rank matrix, and S2 be a pˆq2 full-rank matrix, where
p ě q1, q2. Let Oi be an orthogonal representative of MpSiq, i.e., MpOiq “ MpSiq and
O1iOi “ Iqi , for i “ 1, 2. The distance of MpS1q and MpS2q is defined as
DpMpS1q,MpS2qq “
d
1´ trpO1O
1
1O2O
1
2q
mintq1, q2u .
It is a quantity between 0 and 1. It is 1 if and only if MpS1q K MpS2q, and is 0 if and
only if MpS1q ĎMpS2q or MpS2q ĎMpS1q.
Theorem 1. Under Conditions A1-A4 and B1-B3 in Appendix A, when r1 ď r0 and
r2 ě r0, if true k1 and k2 are known and pδ11{2`δ12{21 pδ21{2`δ22{22 T´1{2 “ op1q, as p1, p2, T Ñ 8,
it holds that
DpMppQs,ipr1, r2qq,MpQs,ipr1, r2qqq “ Opppδ1i{2`δ1min{21 pδ2i{2`δ2min{22 T´1{2q, for s, i “ 1, 2,
where δ1min “ δ11 and δ2min “ δ21 if pδ11´δ121 pδ21´δ222 “ op1q; otherwise, δ1min “ δ12 and
δ2min “ δ22.
Theorem 1 shows that when all the factors are strong, δsi “ 0 for s, i “ 1, 2, the
estimation does not hurt from the increase of p1 and p2, and the curse of dimension is
offset by the signal of Ft. The ’helping’ effect exists for loading spaces estimation, if factors
have different levels of strength. Let us say the regime i is weaker. The estimation for the
weaker regime with convergence rate p
δ1i{2`δ1min{2
1 p
δ2i{2`δ2min{2
2 T
´1{2 gains efficiency from the
introduction of the stronger regime, comparing to that in one-regime models with strength
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δ1i and δ2i whose convergence rate is p
δ1i
1 p
δ2i
2 T
´1{2 (Wang et al., 2019). On the other hand,
the loading space estimation in strong regime with convergence rate pδ1min1 p
δ2min
2 T
´1{2 does
not suffer asymptotically from the existence of a weaker regime.
3.2 Estimation of threshold value
For simplicity, in the rest of the paper, if r1 “ r2, we only keep one input when defining
matrices. For example, Qs,ipr, rq, qs,i,kpr, rq and Ms,ipr, rq are simplified as Qs,iprq, qs,i,kprq
and Ms,iprq. Furthermore, we use Qs,i, qs,i,k and Mi to denote Qs,ipr0q, qs,i,kpr0q and
Ms,ipr0q, where r0 is the true threshold value, for s, i “ 1, 2.
If we use r as the tentative threshold value, the data are classified into 2 subsets,
S1 “ tt : zt ă ru and S2 “ tt : zt ě ru. Let Bs,i “ pqs,i,ki`1, . . . ,qs,i,piq be a ps ˆ ks matrix,
where qs,i,k is the unit eigenvector of Ms,i corresponding to the k-th largest eigenvalue.
MpBs,iq is the complement of loading space MpQs,iq and Q1s,iBs,i “ 0, for s, i “ 1, 2.
Define the objective function
Gprq “
2ÿ
s“1
2ÿ
i“1
››B1s,iMs,iprqBs,i››2. (12)
By the definition of Ms,i in (8), we can tell that Gprq measures the sum of the squared
norm of the projections of Ωs,ij,m`ph, rq onto the complement of loading spaces, MpBs,iq,
for h “ 1, . . . , h0, m, ` “ 1, . . . , pi, and s, i, j “ 1, 2.
If r “ r0, the observations in two regimes are correctly classified into different subsets.
Then by (9), Ms,i is sandwiched by Qs,i and Q
1
s,i. Hence Gprq “ 0.
However, if r ‰ r0, the observations from one regime is misclassified into two subsets,
and one of the two subsets is mixed. Ms,i is not sandwiched by Qs,i and Qs,i, and the
projection is not zero. The following proposition formally states the conclusions.
Proposition 1. Under Conditions A1-A4 and C1-C7 in Appendix A, if r “ r0, then
Gprq “ 0; if r ‰ r0, then Gprq ą 0.
A standard assumption for threshold variable estimation is imposed which is that r0 is
in a known region of the support of zt, r0 P pη1, η2q. We use data corresponding to zt ď η1
and zt ě η2 to estimate MpBs,1q and MpBs,2q, respectively, for s “ 1, 2. By Theorem 1,
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they are both consistent. Let pBs,ipη1, η2q be the estimate Bs,i. The sample version of Gprq
is defined as pGprq “ 2ÿ
s“1
2ÿ
i“1
››pBs,ipη1, η2q1xMs,iprq pBs,ipη1, η2q››2.
We estimate r0 by pr “ arg min
rPtz1,...,zT uXpη1,η2q
pGprq.
When the dimension of two linear spaces goes to infinity, it is possible that the distance
of the spaces also changes. We use a positive number βs P r0, 1s to quantify the growth
rate of Qs,1 and Qs,2 as ps increases, s “ 1, 2.
rDpMpR1q,MpR2qqs2 — pβ1´11 , and rDpMpC1q,MpC2qqs2 — pβ2´12 .
β1 and β2 not only reflect the distance of loading spaces, also measures how strong the
row and column thresholding makes an impact on tXtu. For example, if β1 “ 0, only a
finite number of elements in Ri is different across regimes, and we say the row thresh-
old is extremely weak; if β1 “ 1, the number of elements which undergo a change is
Oppiq, for i “ 1, 2, and we say the row thresholding is strong. If DpMpR1q,MpR2qq ą
DpMpC1q,MpC2qq, we say thresholding in row factors is stronger than column factors.
If DpMpR1q,MpR2qq ă DpMpC1q,MpC2qq, we say thresholding in column factors is
stronger than row factors.
Theorem 2. Under Conditions A1-A4 and C1-C7 in Appendix A, with true k1 and k2, if
p
δ11{2`δ12{2
1 p
δ21{2`δ22{2
2 T
´1{2d´1max “ op1q, as p1, p2, T Ñ 8, it holds that
P ppr ă r0 ´ q ď Cpδ11{2`δ1min{21 pδ21{2`δ2min{22
dmaxT 1{2
, P ppr ą r0 ` q ď Cpδ12{2`δ1min{21 pδ22{2`δ2min{22
dmaxT 1{2
,
for  ą 0, where C is a positive constant and dmax “ maxtpβ1{2´1{21 , pβ2{2´1{22 u.
Theorem 2 shows that the estimator pr is consistent. When all factors and threshold-
ing are strong (δsi “ 0, βs “ 1 for s, i “ 1, 2), the estimator is immune to the curse of
dimensionality. But if at least one is weak, the estimator gets less efficient when p1 and
p2 increase. When two regimes have different levels of strength, the probability that pr
falls in the stronger regime is smaller than that in the weak regime, which is in line with
the conclusions for vector-valued threshold factor models (Liu and Chen, 2019). For the
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impact of thresholding, Theorem 2 shows that the performance of pr is defined by the direc-
tion (row/column) with stronger thresholding. Assuming that threshold in row factors is
stronger, comparing to vector-valued threshold factor models (Liu and Chen, 2019), intro-
ducing column (weaker) dimension reduction does not hurt the threshold value estimation,
and the existence of row (stronger) dimension reduction makes the estimator more efficient.
The ’helping’ effect also applies. It is worth noting that the overall convergence rate is deter-
mined by factor strengths of both regimes and thresholding effect of the stronger direction.
The thresholding in the weaker direction will not change the estimation asymptotically.
The final estimation of loading spaces is obtained using pr as the threshold value and
following the procedure in Section 3.1.
Theorem 3. Under Conditions A1-A4 and C1-C7 in Appendix A, with true k1 and k2, if
p
δ11{2`δ12{2
1 p
δ21{2`δ22{2
2 T
´1{2d´1max “ op1q, as p1, p2, T Ñ 8, it holds that
DpMppQs,ipprqq,MpQs,iqq “ Opppδ1i{2`δ1min{21 pδ2i{2`δ2min{22 T´1{2d´1maxq, for s, i “ 1, 2.
From Theorem 3 we can see that when thresholding is strong in either row or column
factors, i.e., dmax “ 1, the asymptotics of the loading space estimators are the same with
those when the true threshold value is known shown in Theorem 1. However, if thresholding
is not strong in both directions (β1 ‰ 1 and β2 ‰ 1), the estimation suffers more from the
increase of p1 and p2 comparing the case when r0 is known.
3.3 When the numbers of factors are unknown
Since both the factor process Ft and loadings are unobserved, the numbers of factors k1
and k2 need to be estimated. Lam and Yao (2012) proposed a ratio-based estimator, and
Liu and Chen (2016, 2019) applied it to factor models with multiple regimes. Here we
extend it for matrix-valued time series. Assume that r0 is in a known interval pη1, η2q, and
let pks,i “ arg min
1ďkďR
pλs,i,k`1pη1, η2qpλs,i,kpη1, η2q , for s, i “ 1, 2, (13)
where pλs,i,k is the k-th largest eigenvalue of xMs,ipη1, η2q. Since the eigenvalues practically
will go to zero, here we cannot search up to p1 or p2. We follow Lam and Yao (2012) and
use R “ ps{2 for s “ 1, 2.
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Corollary 1. Under Conditions A1-A4 and C1-C7 in Appendix A, if p
δ11{2`δ12{2
1 p
δ21{2`δ22{2
2 T
´1{2 “
op1q, as p1, p2, T Ñ 8, it holds that
pλs,i,k`1pη1, η2q{pλs,i,kpη1, η2q — 1, for k “ 1, . . . , ks ´ 1,pλs,i,ks`1pη1, η2q{pλs,i,kspη1, η2q “ Opppδ1i`δ1min1 pδ2i`δ2min2 T´1q,
for s, i “ 1, 2.
Corollary 1 presents the convergence rates of the ratios of estimated eigenvalues of
Ms,ipη1, η2q. The stronger the regime is, the faster the ratio converges. Hence, we choose
the one estimated by the regime with a larger ’strength’ reflected by }xMs,ipη1, η2q}2 (Liu
and Chen, 2016, 2019). We use
pks “ pks,pqs , where pqs “ arg max
q“1,2 }xMs,qpη1, η2q}2. (14)
The corollary does not guarantee the consistency of the ratio-based estimator, and
shows that the number of factors cannot be underestimated but may be overestimated
(Lam and Yao, 2012). The following results will tell that our estimators for loading spaces
and threshold values are still consistent even when k1 and k2 are overestimated.
Let pGk1,k2prq “ 2ÿ
s“1
2ÿ
i“1
}pBs,i,kspη1, η2q1xMs,iprqpBs,i,kspη1, η2q}2, (15)
where pBs,i,kspη1, η2q “ ppqi,s,ks`1pη1, η2q, . . . , pqs,i,pspη1, η2qq, for s, i “ 1, 2. When k1 and k2
are unknown, we estimate r0 by
r“ arg min
rPtz1,...,zT uXpη1,η2q
pGpk1,pk2prq. (16)
Theorem 4. Under Conditions A1-A4 and C1-C8 in Appendix A, if p
δ11{2`δ12{2
1 p
δ21{2`δ22{2
2 T
´1{2d´1max “
op1q, as p1, p2, T Ñ 8, it holds that
P pră r0 ´ q ď Cpδ11{2`δ1min{21 pδ21{2`δ2min{22
dmaxT 1{2
, P prą r0 ` q ď Cpδ12{2`δ1min{21 pδ22{2`δ2min{22
dmaxT 1{2
,
for  ą 0, where C is a positive constant.
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The loading spaces are estimated using pk1 and pk2 as the numbers of factors and r as
the threshold value.
rQs,ippks, rq “ ppqs,i,1prq, . . . , pqs,i,pksprqq, for s, i “ 1, 2, (17)
where pqs,i,kprq is the unit eigenvector of xMs,iprq corresponding to its k-th largest eigenvalue.
Define rQs,ipks, rq, which consists of the first ks columns of rQs,ippks, rq. The following the-
orem shows that its spanned space converges to the true loading space as fast asMppQs,ipprqq
shown in Theorem 3.
rQs,iprq “ ppqs,i,1prq, . . . , pqs,i,ksprqq, for s, i “ 1, 2.
Theorem 5. Under Conditions A1-A4 and C1-C8 in Appendix A, if p
δ11{2`δ12{2
1 p
δ21{2`δ22{2
2 T
´1{2d´1max “
op1q, as p1, p2, T Ñ 8, it holds that
DpMprQs,iprqq,MpQs,iqq “ Opppδ1i{2`δ1min{21 pδ2i{2`δ2min{22 T´1{2d´1maxq, for s, i “ 1, 2.
Theorems 4 and 5 show that when the numbers of factors are overestimated, though
losing some efficiency, our estimators perform asymptotically as good as those when k1 and
k2 are correctly estimated.
3.4 Threshold Variable Identification
Threshold variable searching has been well studied for univariate time series analysis (Tong
and Lim, 1980; Tong, 1990; Chan, 1993), and a typical candidate pool for threshold variable
is the lag variables (Tsay, 1989, 1998). However, it is a challenging problem to choose the
threshold variable from such a large pool for high-dimensional data. In this paper, we adopt
the method proposed by Liu and Chen (2019) to select the threshold variable. We estimate
the loading spaces and threshold value using data tX1, . . . ,Xt0u. With those estimates,
calculate the residual sum of squares for the remaining data,
E “
Tÿ
t“t0`1
p2ÿ
`“1
2ÿ
i“1
´pB11,ixt,`¯1 ´pB11,ixt,`¯ It,ipprq ` Tÿ
t“t0`1
p1ÿ
`“1
2ÿ
i“1
´pB12,ixt,`¨¯1 ´pB12,ixt,`¨¯ It,ipprq.
If the threshold variable is correctly selected and r0 is given, then B1,ixt,`It,ipr0q “ B1,iet,`It,ipr0q
and B2,ixt,`¨It,ipr0q “ B2,iet,`¨It,ipr0q. E measures the residual sum of squares after the com-
mon factors are extracted. Hence, the preferred model is the one with minimum E (Liu
and Chen, 2019).
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4 Simulation
In this section, we present the empirical performance of the proposed method for synthetic
data sets. In all the examples, the observed matrix time series Xt’s are generated according
to Model (4).
Xt “
$&% R1FtC11 ` Et zt ă r0,R2FtC12 ` Et zt ě r0, t “ 1, . . . , T.
The dimension of the latent factor matrix Ft is fixed at 3 ˆ 3. We simulate vecpFtq
from a vector autoregressive (VAR) model of order one. The AR coefficient matrix has
diagonal entries of -0.8, 0.8, 0.9, -0.7, -0.9, 0.8, 0.7, 0.8, 0.7 and off-diagonal entries of 0.
The threshold process zt follows an independent Gaussian process N p0, 1q. The threshold
value r0 is set at 0. The error process Et is a white noise process with mean 0 and a
Kronecker product covariance structure, that is, CovpvecpEtqq “ Γ2bΓ1, where Γ1 and Γ2
are of sizes p1 ˆ p1 and p2 ˆ p2, respectively. Both Γ1 and Γ2 have diagonal entries of 1
and off-diagonal entries of 0.2.
We only consider the setting where the dimensions of the observed matrix time series
and the number of time point are fixed at pp1, p2, T q “ p40, 40, 2400q. The performance
under different settings of pp1, p2, T q can be summarized as that the error is smaller when
T
p1p2
is larger, which is similar to those shown in Wang et al. (2019), Chen et al. (2017) and
Liu and Chen (2019).
The main focuses of this paper are the phenomenons associated specially with the
threshold matrix factor models, namely, the factor-strength effect and the threshold-strength
effect with respect to different regimes. They are manifested in settings with different com-
binations of factor strengths δ’s and threshold strength β’s in the following two subsections.
Loading matrices R1, R2, C1, and C2 are generated accordingly. The details will explained
separately in each section. For all simulations, the reported results are based on 200 simu-
lation runs.
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4.1 Factor Strength Helping Effect
The general phenomenon of the factor-strength helping effect in the threshold matrix fac-
tor model can be summarized as the fact that the strong regime actually provide helpful
information for the weak regime. Thus, when at least one regime is strong, the proposed
method obtains estimator with high precision even for weak regime. This is aligned with the
theoretical results presented in Theorem 3 and Theorem 5, and is also proved empirically
through synthetic data in this example.
Here, we fix the column factor strengths δ21 and δ22 at 0 and threshold strength in both
row and column dimension reduction β1 and β2 at 1 (i.e. the two regimes are separated well
apart for both row and column spaces), and study the factor strength effects by varying
row factor strength δ11 and δ12 in different settings. Specifically, we consider different
combinations of factor strength summarized in Table 1. All entries in Ri and Ci were
generated independently from the uniform distribution on r´p´δsi{2s , p´δsi{2s s for s, i “ 1, 2.
Table 1: Different combinations of factor strength considered in Example 1.
Setting #
Row factor strength Column factor strength
InterpretationRegime 1 Regime 2 Regime 1 Regime 2
δ11 δ12 δ21 δ22
1 0 0 0 0 All regimes have strong factors.
2 0.5 0 0 0 Row factors are weak in regime one.
3 0 0.5 0 0 Row factors are weak in regime two.
4 0.5 0.5 0 0 Row factors are weak in both regimes.
We first investigate the accuracy in estimating the number of factors k1 and k2 when
true threshold value r0 is unknown. Table 2 shows the frequency of estimated pair ppk1,pk2q
obtained by (14). Note that the last column of the table corresponds to the situation when
the estimated ppk1,pk2q correctly recover the truth p3, 3q. When true threshold value r0 is
unknown, the proposed method only uses the sample points that are certain to be in either
one of the two regimes. Specifically, we use the sample points where zt is under 25-th
percentile for regime 1 and those where zt is above 75-th percentile for regime 2. Thus
for each dimension, the effective sample size is only a quarter of the whole sample size.
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The proposed method can estimate pk1, k2q with high precision when at least one regime is
strong – the strong regime actually provide helpful information for the weak regime. We
call this phenomenon the helping effect from the strong regime to the weak regime. When
both regimes are weak, the proposed method tends to overestimate the number of factors.
The results are in line with conclusions in Corollary 1. Note that latent dimensions are
almost always overestimated in our specific setting of pp1, p2, T, β1, β2q. However, this is
not always the case when we use different settings of pp1, p2, T, β1, β2q. As shown in Wang
et al. (2019) and Liu and Chen (2019), pk1, k2q can be underestimated, especially when T
is small.
Table 2: Accuracy in estimating the number of factors k1 and k2 when true threshold value
r0 is unknown in cases considered in Section 4.1
p1 p2 T β1, β2 δ11, δ12 (4,4) (4,3) (3,3)
0, 0 0 0 1.00
0.5, 0 0 0 1.00
0, 0.5 0 0 1.00
40 40 2400 1,1
0.5, 0.5 1.00 0 0
Secondly, we examine how well the proposed method can recover the threshold value
without knowing true latent dimensions. Figure 1 presents the box plots of the absolute
error |pr ´ r0| when pδ21, δ22q “ p0, 0q and pβ1, β2q “ p1, 1q. Different panels correspond to
different values of pk1, k2q used in (15) and (16). For example, the left panel in the first row
corresponds to the case with latent dimension ppk1,pk2q obtained by (14). The right panel on
the first row with label p2, 2q correspond to the case with (underestimated) latent dimension
p2, 2q to calculate pr. The two panels on the last row correspond to two overestimated case
where the latent dimensions are p3, 4q and p4, 4q, respectively. Table 3 shows the mean
and standard deviation (in the parentheses) of the absolute error |pr ´ r0| with different
combinations of pk1, k2q. We again observe the helping effect from the strong regime to the
weak regime. Consider the case when pδ11, δ21, δ12, δ22q “ p0, 0, 0.5, 0q or p0.5, 0, 0, 0qq, the
weak regime does not affect the performance of our algorithm. The results also show that
the threshold value r0 is estimated with higher accuracy when the latent dimensions are
correctly estimated or overestimated. When at least one of pk1, k2q is underestimated, the
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errors of pr are very large, as shown in the last five rows in Table 3.
Figure 1: Box plots of the absolute error |pr´r0| when pδ21, δ22q “ p0, 0q and pβ1, β2q “ p1, 1q.
Different panels correspond to different values of pk1, k2q used in (15) and (16). In each
panel, four box plots show estimation results when pδ11, δ12q “ p0, 0q, pδ11, δ12q “ p0.5, 0q,
pδ11, δ12q “ p0, 0.5q, and pδ11, δ12q “ p0.5, 0.5q, respectively.
Figure 2 presents the histograms of pr with ppk1,pk2q estimated by (14) when pδ21, δ22q “
p0, 0q and pβ1, β2q “ p1, 1q. Different panels correspond to different combination of row
strengths δ11, δ12. From the figure, it is clear that pr tends to be biased towards negative
when regime 1 (zt ă r0) has a weak factor (top right figure) and pr tends to be biased
towards positive when regime 2 (zt ě r0) has a weak factor (bottom left), which confirms
the conclusions in Theorem 2 and Theorem 4. The last figure at the bottom right shows
tight concentration around true threshold value zero.
To investigate the bias in present of a single weak regime, we plot pGprq in Figure 3 for
typical data sets under the four different settings in Table 1. We can observe that pGprq
approaches the theoretical minimum value 0 of Gprq around r “ 0 when row factors are
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Table 3: Mean and standard deviation (in the parentheses) of the absolute error |pr ´ r0|
with pr estimated by (16) with different combinations of pk1, k2q.
pp1, p2q “ p40, 40q, T “ 2400, pβ1, β2q “ p1, 1q, pδ21, δ22q “ p0, 0q
δ11, δ12 0, 0 0, 0.5 0.5, 0 0.5, 0.5
ppk1,pk2q 0.014 (0.011) 0.047 (0.039) 0.054 (0.039) 0.011 (0.008)
(4,4) 0.005 (0.006) 0.017 (0.024) 0.013 (0.017) 0.011 (0.008)
(4,3) 0.007 (0.007) 0.023 (0.026) 0.020 (0.022) 0.039 (0.022)
(3,4) 0.008 (0.007) 0.020 (0.017) 0.024 (0.024) 0.025 (0.016)
(3,3) 0.014 (0.011) 0.047 (0.039) 0.054 (0.039) 0.223 (0.052)
(4,2) 0.314 (0.051) 0.388 (0.048) 0.440 (0.044) 0.491 (0.053)
(2,4) 0.274 (0.057) 0.163 (0.056) 0.236 (0.053) 0.486 (0.049)
(3,2) 0.312 (0.051) 0.388 (0.049) 0.433 (0.046) 0.514 (0.051)
(2,3) 0.273 (0.057) 0.164 (0.060) 0.237 (0.052) 0.517 (0.049)
(2,2) 0.509 (0.057) 0.410 (0.047) 0.481 (0.043) 0.681 (0.024)
Figure 2: Histograms of pr with ppk1,pk2q estimated by (14) when pδ21, δ22q “ p0, 0q and
pβ1, β2q “ p1, 1q. Panel titles show the values for pδ11, δ12q.
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strong in at least one regime (Setting #1, 2, 3). When row factors are weak in both regimes
(Setting #4), the range of pGprq is small, comparing with those in the other settings. Also,
the minimum value of pGprq in Setting #4 is larger than 0, but it still occurs around r “ 0.
In Setting #2 and #3 where row factors have different levels of strength, pGprq is much
large in the stronger regime. This also explains the existence of bias we observe in Figure
2.
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Figure 3: Plots of pGprq’s under four settings in Table 1 for typical data sets of Example 1.
Thirdly, we investigate the accuracy in estimating the loading spaces when true k1, k2
and r0 are unknown. The pair ppk1,pk2q is estimated by (14) and pr is estimated by (16).
Then a representative matrix of the row or column loading space is estimated according
to (17) for each regime. Figure 4 shows box plots of space distance for row and column
loading matrices pQ1,1, pQ2,1, pQ1,2, and pQ2,2 under different factor strength combinations. As
shown in the top-left figure pδ11, δ12q “ p0, 0q, when all factors are strong in both regimes,
all loading spaces are estimated with high accuracy. As shown in the bottom-right figure
pδ11, δ12q “ p0.5, 0.5q, when both regimes have weak row factors, the estimated row loading
spaces are away from the truth. The estimation of column loading spaces is also affected by
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the weak row factors. As shown in the top-right figure pδ11, δ12q “ p0.5, 0q and bottom-left
figure pδ11, δ12q “ p0, 0.5q, when only one regime has a weak row factor, all loading spaces
in the regime with the weak factor are estimated with lower accuracy than those in the
regime with all strong factors. However, the discrepancies from the true loading spaces are
smaller than those when both regimes contain strong factor.
Figure 4: Boxplots of estimation errors for loading spaces under different row factor strength
combinations when pδ21, δ22q “ p0, 0q and pβ1, β2q “ p1, 1q. Panel titles show the values of
δ11 and δ12. Each panel includes four box plots, which are estimation results for pQ1,1, pQ2,1,pQ1,2, and pQ2,2, respectively.
4.2 Threshold Strength Helping Effect
The general phenomenon of the threshold strength helping effect in the threshold matrix
factor model can be summarized as the fact that the row (column) loading with strong
threshold strength can help with the column (row) loading with weak threshold strength.
Thus at least one of row or column factors experiencing strong thresholding can guarantee
an accurate estimation. This is aligned with the theoretical results presented in Theorem
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2 and 3 and is again verified empirical through the synthetic data set.
In this example, we investigate the threshold strength effect as specified Condition
9 in Appendix A. Specifically, we consider different combinations of threshold strength
summarized in Table 4. To ensure that the factors strengths and thresholding strengths
are as we specify in Table 4, by the fact that DpMpQ1q,MpQ2qq is bounded by
?
2}Q1 ´
Q2}2 for any two p ˆ q orthonormal matrices Q1 and Q2 shown in Theorem 3 of Liu and
Chen (2016), we do the following: first generate two matrices R and C with all entries
independently generated from the uniform distribution on r´1, 1s, and let R1 “ p´δ11{21 R
and C1 “ p´δ21{22 C; then sample k1pβ11 entries in R and k2pβ22 entries in C, and replace
them with new values independently generated from the uniform distribution on r´1, 1s,
where the new matrices are called Rpnewq and Cpnewq; let R2 “ p´δ12{2s Rpnewq and C2 “
p
´δ22{2
2 C
pnewq.
Table 4: Different combinations of threshold strength considered in Example 2.
Setting #
Row factor strength Column factor strength
Row threshold strength Column threshold effect
InterpretationRegime 1 Regime 2 Regime 1 Regime 2
δ11 δ12 δ21 δ22 β1 β2
1 0 0 0 0 1 1 Both row and column regimes are orthogonal.
2 0 0 0 0 0.5 1 Row regimes are orthogonal. Column regimes are close.
3 0 0 0 0 0.5 0.5 Both row and column regimes are close.
4 0.5 0.5 0 0 1 1 Both row and column regimes are orthogonal.
5 0.5 0.5 0 0 0.5 1 Row regimes are orthogonal. Column regimes are close.
6 0.5 0.5 0 0 0.5 0.5 Both row and column regimes are close.
First, we examine the accuracy in estimating the number of factors k1 and k2 when
true threshold value r0 is unknown under different threshold strength. Table 5 shows
the frequency of estimated pair ppk1,pk2q obtained by (14). Here true threshold value r0 is
unknown, we use the sample points where zt is under 25-th percentile for regime 1 and
those where zt is above 75-th percentile for regime 2 to estimate ppk1,pk2q. As shown in
the table, threshold strength does not affect the accuracy of the estimators ppk1,pk2q. This
is reasonable since the range of zt for separating regime 1 and regime 2 is correct. Thus
ppk1,pk2q is only affected by factor strength and efficient sample size – a quarter of the whole
sample size for each ki, i “ 1, 2.
Secondly, we examine how different threshold strengths affect the recovery of the thresh-
old value without knowing true latent dimensions. Figures 5 and 6 present the box plots of
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Table 5: Accuracy in estimating the number of factors k1 and k2 when true threshold value
r0 is unknown in cases considered in Section 4.2.
p1 p2 T δ11, δ12, δ21, δ22 β1, β2 (4,4) (4,3) (3,3)
40 40 2400
0,0,0,0
1,1 0 0 1.00
0.5,1 0 0 1.00
0.5,0.5 0 0 1.00
0.5,0.5,0,0
1,1 1.00 0 0
0.5,1 1.00 0 0
0.5,0.5 0.99 0.01 0
the absolute error |pr´r0| under different threshold strength pβ1, β2q with pδ11, δ12, δ21, δ22q “
p0, 0, 0, 0q and pδ11, δ12, δ21, δ22q “ p0.5, 0.5, 0, 0q, respectively. The absolute error |pr´r0| has
smaller mean and variance under strong factors (Figure 5) than those under weak row fac-
tor (Figure 6). The performances for the cases where pβ1, β2q “ p1, 1q and pβ1, β2q “ p0.5, 1q
are approximately the same, which is in line with conclusions in Theorem 2 and Theorem
4. Both are better than the case where pβ1, β2q “ p0.5, 0.5q. We called this phenomena the
helping effect from the strong column thresholding to the weak row thresholding.
pp1, p2q “ p40, 40q, T “ 2400
δ11, δ12, δ21, δ22 0,0,0,0 0.5,0.5,0,0
β1, β2 1,1 0.5,1 0.5,0.5 1,1 0.5,1 0.5,0.5
ppk1,pk2q 0.014(0.011) 0.015(0.013) 0.034(0.029) 0.011(0.008) 0.013(0.009) 0.020(0.018)
(4,4) 0.005(0.006) 0.006(0.006) 0.01(0.007) 0.011(0.008) 0.013(0.009) 0.020(0.016)
(4,3) 0.007(0.007) 0.013(0.010) 0.015(0.011) 0.039(0.022) 0.095(0.053) 0.121(0.078)
(3,4) 0.008(0.007) 0.007(0.006) 0.014(0.010) 0.025(0.016) 0.037(0.021) 0.028(0.024)
(3,3) 0.014(0.011) 0.015(0.013) 0.034(0.029) 0.223(0.052) 0.191(0.058) 0.160(0.103)
(4,2) 0.314(0.051) 0.520(0.048) 0.056(0.041) 0.491(0.053) 0.616(0.059) 0.065(0.039)
(2,4) 0.274(0.057) 0.358(0.037) 0.092(0.046) 0.486(0.049) 0.468(0.048) 0.093(0.033)
(3,2) 0.312(0.051) 0.517(0.048) 0.061(0.040) 0.514(0.051) 0.623(0.057) 0.064(0.039)
(2,3) 0.273(0.057) 0.357(0.038) 0.098(0.049) 0.517(0.049) 0.502(0.047) 0.105(0.039)
(2,2) 0.509(0.057) 0.589(0.044) 0.080(0.040) 0.681(0.024) 0.630(0.043) 0.079(0.037)
Table 6: Mean and standard deviation (in the parentheses) of the absolute error |pr ´ r0|
with pr estimated by (16) with different combinations of pk1, k2q.
Figure 7 presents the histograms of pr with ppk1,pk2q estimated by (14) under different
combinations of factor strength pδ11, δ12q and threshold strength pβ1, β2q. The title of each
panel shows the value of δ11, δ12, β1, β2. The three sub-figures in the left column all cor-
responds to the strong row and column factors case. The three sub-figures in the right
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Figure 5: Box plots of the absolute error |pr ´ r0| with different thresholding strength
pβ1, β2q with strong row and column factors pδ11, δ21, δ12, δ22q “ p0, 0, 0, 0q. Different panels
correspond to different values of pk1, k2q used in (15) and (16). Each panel contains three
box plots with different thresholding strengths, pβ1, β2q “ p0.5, 0.5q, pβ1, β2q “ p0.5, 1q, and
pβ1, β2q “ p1, 1q, respectively.
column all corresponds to the weak row but strong column factors case. From the figure,
it is clear that pr is not biased. This is because the factor strengths are the same in both
regime. However, when the thresholding effects are weak for both row and column, i.e.
pβ1, β2q “ p0.5, 0.5q, the variances of pr are larger. When the thresholding effects are strong
for at least one of row or column loadings, i.e. pβ1, β2q “ p0.5, 1q or p1, 1q, pr concentrates
around true threshold value zero. This again shows the the helping effect from the strong
column thresholding to the weak row thresholding.
Thirdly, we investigate the accuracy in estimating the loading spaces when true k1, k2
and r0 are unknown. The pair ppk1,pk2q is estimated by (14) and pr is estimated by (16).
Then a representative matrix of the row or column loading space is estimated according
to (17) for each regime. Figure 8 shows box plots of space distance for row and column
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Figure 6: Box plots of the absolute error |pr´ r0| with weak row and strong column factors
pδ11, δ12, δ21, δ22q “ p0.5, 0.5, 0, 0q. Different panels correspond to different values of pk1, k2q
used in (15) and (16), shown in the panel titles. Each panel contains three box plots with
different thresholding strengths, pβ1, β2q “ p0.5, 0.5q, pβ1, β2q “ p0.5, 1q, and pβ1, β2q “
p1, 1q, respectively.
loading matrices pQ1,1, pQ2,1, pQ1,2, and pQ2,2 under different combinations of factor strength
pδ11, δ21q and thresholding strength pβ1, β2q. Panel title shows the value of δ11, δ12, β1, β2.
Note that to better present the variation of estimation errors in each setting, the sub-
figures have different scales. As shown in the sub-figures in the left column with strong
row/column factors in both regime, i.e. pδ11, δ21q “ p0, 0q, all loading spaces are estimated
with high accuracy. As shown in the the sub-figures in the right column with weak row
but strong column factors in both regime, i.e. pδ11, δ12q “ p0.5, 0.5q, the estimated row
loading spaces are far from the truth. The thresholding strength affects the variance of the
estimation. Estimation variances under strong thresholding pβ1, β2q “ p1, 1q are smaller
than those under weak thresholding pβ1, β2q “ p0.5, 0.5q. The helping effect from the strong
column thresholding to the weak row thresholding can be observed again by the case of
pβ1, β2q “ p1, 1q with the cases of strong and weak threshold.
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Figure 7: Histograms of pr with ppk1,pk2q estimated by (14) under different combinations
of factor strength pδ11, δ21, δ12, δ22q and threshold strength pβ1, β2q. Panel titles show the
values of δ11, δ21, β1, and β2.
5 Application to Real Data
5.1 Example 1: Multinational Macroeconomic Indices
We apply the threshold matrix factor model to the multinational macroeconomic indices
dataset in Chen et al. (2017). The dataset is collected from OECD. It contains 10 quarterly
macroeconomic indices of 14 countries from 1990.Q2 to 2016.Q4 for 107 quarters. Thus, we
have T “ 107 and p1ˆp2 “ 14ˆ10 matrix-valued time series. The countries include United
States, Canada, New Zealand, Australia, Norway, Ireland, Denmark, United Kingdom,
Finland, Sweden, France, Netherlands, Austria and Germany. The indexes cover four major
groups, namely production (P:TIEC, P:TM, GDP), consumer price (CPI:Food, CPI:Ener,
CPI:Tot), money market (IR:Long, IR:3-Mon), and international trade (IT:Ex, IT:Im).
Each original univariate time series is transformed by taking the first or second difference
or logarithm to satisfy the mixing condition (Condition 1 in Appendix A). See Table 9
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Figure 8: Boxplots of estimation errors for row and column loading spaces with different
combinations of δ11, δ12, β1, and β2, whose values are shown in the panel titles. Each
panel includes four box plots, which are estimation results for pQ1,1, pQ2,1, pQ1,2, and pQ2,2,
respectively. Note that the y-axis are under different scales.
.
in Appendix C for detailed descriptions of the dataset and the transformation. Figure 9
shows the transformed time series of macroeconomic indicators of multiple countries.
It is well known that there exists the pattern of expansion and contraction in macroe-
conomy. Here we analyzed the data using a 2-regime threshold factor model, intending
to capture the expansion and contraction economic behaviros. Macroeconomic research
has identified different groups of business cycle indicators. For example, leading indica-
tors include average weekly work hours in manufacturing, factory orders for goods, hous-
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Figure 9: Time series plots of macroeconomic indicators of multiple countries (after data
transformation). Only a subset of the countries and indicators is plotted due to the space
limit.
ing permits, stock prices, the index of consumer expectations, average weekly claims for
unemployment insurance and the interest rate spread; Coincident indicators include the
unemployment rate, personal income levels and industrial production; Lagging indicators
include the average length of unemployment, labor cost per unit of manufacturing output,
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the average prime rate, the consumer price index and commercial lending activity. We
consider the each one in the groups of leading, coincident and lagging business cycle in-
dicator for the the threshold value (with both leads and lags l “ 1, 2, 3.) Namely, we use
the OECD Composite Leading Indicator (CLI) from the leading indicator group, S&P500
return from the coincident indicator group, and the Consumer Price Index (CPI) from the
lagging indicator group. Note that CPI and CLI are available for each country while our
model use only one scalar threshold process zt. Since the countries in this data set are all
developed countries from North American and European, the changes of business cycle are
almost synchronous. We use the means of CLI and CPI across different countries.
Table 7 shows the value of E for each candidate ∆ ln CLI, S&P500 squared return
and ∆ ln CPI in different leads. Here, ∆ ln denotes transformation of first difference after
logarithm. The threshold processes using ∆ lnCLI, S&P500 squared return, and ∆ lnCPI
produce minimal E’s at lag 3, 1, and 3, respectively. In the following we use S&P500
squared return at time t´ 1 as the threshold variable for time t, since it minimizes E over
all candidates.
Threshold Process zt zt´4 zt´3 zt´2 zt´1
∆ lnCLI 8768.02 8715.37 8833.73 8824.84
S&P return2 8710.79 8719.06 8734.01 8645.73
∆ lnCPI 8795.69 8743.94 8800.34 8848.71
Table 7: Example 1: ESS for all threshold variable candidates in multinational macroeco-
nomic. We use 25-th and 75-th percentiles of the threshold variable as η1 and η2 to boot
start the estimation.
We use 25-th and 75-th percentiles of the threshold variable as η1 and η2 to estimate
the number of factors. The four panels in Figure (10) display the ratio of eigenvalues ofxM1,1pη1, η2q, xM1,2pη1, η2q, xM2,1pη1, η2q and xM2,2pη1, η2q, respectively. Ratio of the eigen-
values for row factors achieves its minimal at 1, while the ratio of eigenvalues for column
factors achieves its minimal at 2. It yields that pk1 “ 1 and pk2 “ 2.
To determine the threshold point r0, we estimate pGprq based on (15) and find the min-
imizer of the function. Figure 11a and Figure 11b show the plots of pGprq with estimated
31
Figure 10: Example 1: Ratios of eigenvalues in (13) for xM1,1pη1, η2q, xM1,2pη1, η2q,xM2,1pη1, η2q and xM2,2pη1, η2q, respectively.
pk1, k2q “ p1, 2q and overestimated pk1, k2q “ p3, 3q. Both show U-shape curves with a rela-
tively flat bottom. By minimizing pGprq, we have pr “ 2.0455 ¨ 10´4 for both pk1, k2q “ p1, 2q
and p3, 3q. In this application, Dp {MpR1q, {MpR2qq “ 0.5566 and Dp {MpC1q, {MpC2qq “
0.4934. The two regimes are well separated.
Figure 12 shows sample time series in the multinational macroeconomic indices data
set in two regimes. The proposed model gives very reasonable result. It shows clearly
that Regime 1 corresponds to the high volatility periods and Regime 2 corresponds to low
volatility periods.
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Figure 11: Example 1: Plot of pGprq for multinational macroeconomic indices data set.
5.2 Example 2: Fama-French 10 by 10 Series
In this section, we investigate threshold matrix-variate factor models for the monthly
market-adjusted return series of Fama-French 10 ˆ 10 portfolios from January 1964 to
December 2015 for 624 months and overall 62, 400 observations. The portfolios are the
intersections of 10 portfolios formed by size (market equity, ME) and 10 portfolios formed
by the ratio of book equity to market equity (BE/ME). Thus, we have T “ 624 and
p1ˆ p2 “ 10ˆ 10 matrix-variate time series. The series are constructed by subtracting the
monthly excess market returns from each of the original portfolio returns obtained from
French (2017), so they are free of the market impact.
Table 8 shows the value of E for each threshold variable candidate including S&P500
return,S&P500 squared return, and their lag variables. The minimal of E is achieved at
S&P 500 return at lag 5. In the following we use it as the threshold variable.
We use 25-th and 75-th percentiles of the threshold variable as η1 and η2 to estimate
the number of factors. The four panels in Figure 13 display the ratio of eigenvalues ofxM1,1pη1, η2q, xM1,2pη1, η2q, xM2,1pη1, η2q and xM2,2pη1, η2q, respectively. Eigen-ratio for both
row and column factors achieve minimal at 1. It yields that pk1 “ 1 and pk2 “ 1.
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Figure 12: Sample time series in the multinational macroeconomic indices data set in two
regimes.
To determine the threshold point r0, we estimate pGprq based on (15) and find the pr to
minimize the function. Figure 14a and Figure 14b show the plots of pGprq with estimated
pk1, k2q “ p1, 1q and overestimated pk1, k2q “ p3, 3q. Both show U-shape curves with a
relatively flat bottom. By minimizing pGprq, we have pr “ 1.2317 for pk1, k2q “ p1, 1q and pr “
1.1203 for pk1, k2q “ p3, 3q, which are very close. In this application, Dp {MpR1q, {MpR2qq “
34
Threshold Process zt zt´6 zt´5 zt´4 zt´3 zt´2 zt´1
S&P500 return 10629.75 10607.12 10933.95 11234.59 11262.81 10673.53
S&P return2 11727.39 11264.92 11834.70 11678.43 11263.96 10845.61
Table 8: Example 2: ESS for all threshold variable candidates in monthly Fama French
data set. We use 25-th and 75-th percentiles of the threshold variable as η1 and η2 to boot
start the estimation.
Figure 13: Example 2: Ratios of eigenvalues in (13) for xM1,1pη1, η2q, xM1,2pη1, η2q,xM2,1pη1, η2q and xM2,2pη1, η2q, respectively.
0.4647 and Dp {MpC1q, {MpC2qq “ 0.5602. Since the separation between these two regimes
is moderate, we use overestimated dimension pk1, k2q “ p3, 3q in the following steps.
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Figure 14: Example 2: Plot of pGprq for Fama French data set.
Figure 15 shows sample time series in the monthly Fama-French data set in two regimes.
It shows clearly that Regime 1 corresponds to the low return periods and Regime 2 corre-
sponds to high return periods.
6 Summary and Future Work
In this article, we propose a threshold factor models for high-dimensional matrix-valued
time series data. The loading spaces are allowed to change across regimes controlled by a
threshold variable. The procedures to estimate threshold value, loading spaces in different
regimes, and the number of factors are developed. The asymptotic properties of the esti-
mators are investigated. We found that the strengths of factors in different regimes and the
strength of thresholding play an important role in estimation results. When factors and
thresholding are all strong, our estimation is immune to the curse of dimensionality. When
the factors and thresholding are not all strong, the estimation of loading spaces and thresh-
old value experience the ’helping’ effect against the curse of dimensionality. The loading
space estimation in the weaker regime gain efficiency and the impact of the curse of dimen-
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Figure 15: Sample time series in the Fama-French data set in two regimes.
sionality is reduced due to the existence of a stronger regime. Comparing vector-valued
factor models, the estimation of threshold value in matrix-valued models also benefits by
introducing a direction with stronger thresholding. Determining the number of factor is a
challenging issue for factor analysis. In this paper, we show that the proposed estimators
are consistent even if the number of factors is overestimated.
Many potential research projects related to this topic have been left for future work.
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We only study two-regime models in this paper. It would be interesting to consider factor
models with multiple regimes, and develop procedures for regime detection. Furthermore,
we could also extend our approach for matrix time series analysis to tensor time series
analysis, which is an interesting and new research direction.
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Appendix A Regularity Conditions
Define
Σf phq “ 1
T
T´hÿ
t“1
EpvecpFtqvecpFt`hq1q,
Itph, c1, c2, c3, c4q “ Ipc1 ă zt ă c2, c3 ă zt`h ă c4q,
Σf ph, c1, c2, c3, c4q “
1
T
řT´h
t“1 EpvecpFtqvecpFt`hq1Itph, c1, c2, c3, c4qq
ErItph, c1, c2, c3, c4qs ,
Σf,i,jph, c1, c2q “
1
T
řT´h
t“1 EpvecpFtqvecpFt`hq1It,ipc1qIt`h,jpc2qq
ErIt,ipc1qIt`h,jpc2qs ,
Ωfc,ij,m`ph, c1, c2, c3, c4q “ 1
T
T´hÿ
t“1
EpFtci,mc1j,`¨F1t`hItph, c1, c2, c3, c4qq,
pΩfc,ij,m`ph, c1, c2, c3, c4q “ 1
T
T´hÿ
t“1
Ftci,m¨c1j,`¨F
1
t`hItph, c1, c2, c3, c4q,
Σt,e “ VarpvecpEtqq.
Condition A1. The process pFt, ztq is α-mixing. Specifically, for some γ ą 2, the mixing
coefficients satisfy the condition
ř8
h“1 αphq1´2{γ ă 8, where
αphq “ sup
i
sup
APF i´8,BPF8i`h
|P pAXBq ´ P pAqP pBq|,
and F ji is the σ-field generated by tpFt, ztq : i ď t ď ju.
Condition A2. Let ft,m` be the pm`q-th entry of Ft. For any m “ 1, . . . , k1, ` “ 1, . . . , k2,
and t “ 1, . . . , T , Ep|ft,m`|4γq ď σ4γf , where σf is a positive constant and γ is given in Con-
dition A1. There exists an 1 ď h ď h0 such that rankpΣf phqq ě kmax, and σkmaxpΣf phqq
is uniformly bounded, where kmax “ maxtk1, k2u, as p1 and p2 go to infinity and k1
and k2 are fixed. For m “ 1, . . . , k1 and ` “ 1, . . . , k2, 1T´h
řT´h
t“1 Covpft,m, ft`h,mq ‰ 0,
1
T´h
řT´h
t“1 Covpft,`¨, ft`h,`¨q ‰ 0.
Condition A3. The absolute value of each element in Σt,e remains bounded by σ
2
e
as p1 and p2 increase to infinity for t “ 1, . . . , T . CovpvecpEt1q, vecpFt2qq “ 0 and
CovpvecpEt1q, vecpEt2qq “ 0 for t1, t2 “ 1, . . . , T .
We do not impose stationarity assumptions for the factor process Ft and the noise pro-
cess Et, but Ft should satisfy the mixing condition as specified in Condition A1. Condition
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A2 ensures that the autocovariance matrices contain useful information from different fun-
damental factors and the model is not redundant. Condition A3 allows the noise process to
accommodate strong cross-sectional dependence by only imposing entry-wise constraints on
its covariance matrix. Under Condition A3, Et is an exogenous and independent process.
Condition A4. For i “ 1, 2, there exist constants δ1i and δ2i P r0, 1s such that }Ri}22 —
p1´δ1i1 — }Ri}2min and }Ci}22 — p1´δ2i2 — }Ci}2min, as p1 and p2 go to infinity and k1 and k2 are
fixed.
Condition B1. Assume zt is a continuous random variable and the process tztu is sta-
tionary. The marginal probability of zt satisfies that P pzt ď r1q ą 0 and P pzt ě r2q ą 0.
P pzt`h ă r1 | ztq ą 0 and P pzt`h ą r2 | ztq ą 0 for zt P p´8, r1q Y pr2,`8q and
h “ 1, . . . , h0.
Conditions B1 guarantees that there is enough information in partial data with tzt, zt`h P
p´8, r1q Y pr2,`8qu for loading space estimation.
Condition B2. There exists a positive integer h¯ij P r1, h0s such that rankpΣf,i,jph¯ij, r1, r2qq ě
kmax and }Σf,i,jph¯ij, r1, r2q}min is uniformly bounded above 0, for i, j “ 1, 2.
Condition B3. Ms,ipr1, r2q has ks distinct positive eigenvalues for s, i “ 1, 2.
RiFtC
1
i can be viewed as the signal part of the observation Xt, and Et as the noise.
The signal strength, or the strength of the factors, can be measured by the L2-norm of the
loading matrices which is assumed to grow with the dimensions. The constants tδsiu in
Condition A4 control the strength levels of factors. Condition B2 implies that autocovari-
ance matrices in both regimes account for Ms,ipr1, r2q, and guarantees the ’helping’ effect
since the one corresponding to the strong regime carries more information about Ft and
improves the estimation efficiency. Under Condition B3, we can unique define Qs,ipr1, r2q,
where Qs,i “ pqs,i,1pr1, r2q, . . . , pqs,i,kipr1, r2qq and qs,i,kpr1, r2q is the unit eigenvector of
Ms,ipr1, r2q corresponding to the k-th largest eigenvalue.
Condition C1. Assume r0 P pη1, η2q. zt is a continuous random variable, and the process
tztu is stationary. The marginal probability of zt satisfies that P pzt ď η1q ą 0 and P pzt ě
η2q ą 0. The densities of zt, fpztq is continuous, and there exist two positive constants
τ1 and τ2 such that τ2 ď fpztq ď τ1 uniformly in rη1, η2s. The conditional probability of
zt`h satisfies that P pzt`h ă η1 | ztq ą pi1 ą 0 and P pzt`h ą η2 | ztq ą pi2 ą 0 for any
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zt P p´8, η1q or pη2,`8q and h “ 1, . . . , h0.
Condition C2. There exists a positive integer h˜ij P r1, h0s such that rankpΣf,i,jphij, η1, η2qq ě
kmax and }Σf,i,jphij, η1, η2q}min is uniformly bounded above 0, for i, j “ 1, 2.
Condition C3. Ms,ipη1, η2q has ks distinct positive eigenvalues for s, i “ 1, 2.
Condition C4. There exists a positive integer hij P r1, h0s such that rankpΣf,i,jphij, r0qq ě
kmax and }Σf,i,jphij, r0q}min is uniformly bounded above 0, for i, j “ 1, 2.
Condition C5. Ms,ipr0q has ks distinct positive eigenvalues for s, i “ 1, 2.
Condition C6. For any r P pη1, r0q, there exists an integer h1˚ P r1, h0s such that
rankpΣf ph1˚ ,´8, r0,´8, r0qq ě kmax and rankpΣf ph1˚ ,´8, r0, r,`8qq ě kmax. For any
r P pr0, η2q, there exists an integer h2˚ P r1, h0s such that rankpΣf ph2˚ , r0, r, r,`8qq ě kmax
and rankpΣf ph2˚ , r0, r,´8, r0qq ě kmax. The minimum nonzero singular values of these four
matrices mentioned are all uniformly bounded above γ0, where γ0 ą 0.
Condition C1-3 indicate that the estimators for loading spaces are consistent when only
data with tzt, zt`h P p´8, η1qYpη2,`8qu are used. Condition C4 is a natural generalization
of Condition B3 and avoid a redundant model. Condition C5 uniquely defines Qs,i for
s, i “ 1, 2. Condition C6 guarantees that the autocovariance matrices of vecpFtq with
mixed data from two regimes carries all the information from the latent factor process.
Condition C7. Strength of thresholding. MpR1q ‰MpR2q and MpC1q ‰MpC2q.
There exists two positive constants β1, β2 P r0, 1s such that rDpMpR1q,MpR2qqs2 — pβ1´11
and rDpMpC1q,MpC2qqs2 — pβ2´12 .
β1 and β2 reflect the growth rate of the distances of loading spaces as p1 and p2 go to
infinity. It also measures how much the thresholding effect tXtu experiences. If β1 “ β2 “ 0,
only a finite number of elements in Ri and Ci are different across regimes when p1 and p2
go to infinity; if β1 “ β2 “ 1, the number of elements which undergo a change is Oppiq, for
i “ 1, 2.
Condition C8. When pks ą ks there exists two positive constants d1 and d2 such that
rDpMpQs˚,1q,MpQs,2qqs2 ą dspβs´1s and rDpMpQs,1q,MpQs˚,2qs2 ą dspβs´1s , where Qs˚,i “
pQs,i,Us,iq is a ps ˆ pks matrix, for s, i “ 1, 2 and any ps ˆ ppks ´ ksq matrix Us,i such that
dimpMpUs,iq,MpQs,iqq “ 0.
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If the numbers of factors are overestimated, Condition C8 implies that the two aug-
mented loading spaces MpQs˚,1q and MpQs˚,2q are still differentiable for s “ 1, 2.
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Appendix B Lemmas and Proofs
In the appendix, only the theoretical results for s “ 1 are demonstrated, since those for
s “ 2 are similar. Moreover, we mainly focus on the proofs when r ą r0 and  ą 0 because
those for r ď r0 or  ă 0 can be obtained in a similar fashion. We use C’s and Ci’s to
denote generic uniformly positive constants which only depend on the parameters.
Let Dt be the common component of Xt, i.e., Dt “ ř2i“1 RiFtCiIt,ipr0q. It can also be
written as Dt “ Xt ´ Et. Define
Ωd,ij,m`ph, rq “ 1
T
T´hÿ
t“1
Epd1t,mdt`h,`It,iprqIt`h,jprqq,
pΩd,ij,m`ph, rq “ 1
T
T´hÿ
t“1
d1t,mdt`h,`It,iprqIt`h,jprq,
pΩde,ij,m`ph, rq “ 1
T
T´hÿ
t“1
d1t,met`h,`It,iprqIt`h,jprq,
pΩed,ij,m`ph, rq “ 1
T
T´hÿ
t“1
e1t,mdt`h,`It,iprqIt`h,jprq.
Lemma 1. Let ft,qv denote the pqvq-th entry in Ft. Under Conditions A1-A2 and C1, for
any q,m “ 1, 2, . . . , k1, and v, ` “ 1, . . . , k2, if holds that
E
#
1
T
T´hÿ
t“1
rft,qvft`h,m`Itph, c1, c2, c3, c4q ´ Epft,qvft`h,m`Itph, c1, c2, c3, c4qs
+2
ď p3h` 8αqρc1,c2ρc3,c4σ
4
f
T
,
and ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ 1T
T´hÿ
t“1
Epft,qvft`h,m`Itph, c1, c2, c3, c4qq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ “ ρc1,c2ρc3,c4σ2f ,
where α “ ř8u“1 αpuq1´2{γ, and c1 ă c2 ă c3 ă c4 can be any real numbers in pη1, η2q, ´8,
or `8. ρc1,c2 “ 1 if at least one of them is ´8 or `8, and ρc1,c2 “ τ1pc2 ´ c1q if c1 and
c2 are both real numbers, where τ1 is given in Condition C1.
Proof: Condition C1 indicates that P pc1 ă zt ă c2q ď ρc1,c2 for t “ 1, . . . , T . By Condition
A2 and Jensen’s inequality we can show that Epft,qvq2 ă σ2f , Epf 4t,qvq ă σ4f , and Epf 2γt,qv|q ă
σ2γf for q “ 1, . . . , k1, v “ 1, . . . , k2 and t “ 1, . . . , T . Under Conditions A1 and A2, by
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Proposition 2.5 in Fan and Yao (2003), we have
E
#
1
T
T´hÿ
t“1
”
ft,qvft`h,m`Itph, c1, c2, c3, c4q ´ Epft,qvft`h,m`Itph, c1, c2, c3, c4qq
ı+2
“ 1
T 2
ÿ
|t1´t2|ďh
Erft1,qvft1`h,m`It1ph, c1, c2, c3, c4q ´ Epft1,qvft1`h,m`It1ph, c1, c2, c3, c4qqs
¨rft2,qvft2`h,m`It2ph, c1, c2, c3, c4q ´ Epft2,qvft2`h,m`It2ph, c1, c2, c3, c4qqs
` 1
T 2
ÿ
|t1´t2|ąh
Erft1,qvft1`h,m`It1ph, c1, c2, c3, c4q ´ Epft1,qvft1`h,m`It1ph, c1, c2, c3, c4qqs
¨rft2,qvft2`h,m`It2ph, c1, c2, c3, c4q ´ Epft2,qvft2`h,m`It2ph, c1, c2, c3, c4qqs
ď rp2h` 1qT ´ h
2 ´ hsρc1,c2ρc3,c4σ4f
T 2
` 8pT ´ hqρc1,c2ρc3,c4σ
4
f
T 2
T´2h´1ÿ
u“1
αpuq1´2γ
ď rp2h` 1qT ´ h
2 ´ hsρc1,c2ρc3,c4σ4f
T 2
` 8αρc1,c2ρc3,c4σ
4
f
T
ď p3h` 8αqρc1,c2ρc3,c4σ
4
f
T
,
andˇˇˇˇ
ˇ 1T
T´hÿ
t“1
Epft,qvft`h,m`Itph, c1, c2, c3, c4qq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
“ 1
T
T´hÿ
t“1
E|ft,qvft`h,m`| ¨ E|Itph, c1, c2, c3, c4q| ď pT ´ hqρc1,c2ρc3,c4σ
2
f
T
ď ρc1,c2ρc3,c4σ2f .
Lemma 2. For i, j “ 1, 2, m, ` “ 1, . . . , p2, it holds that
}Ωfc,ij,m`ph, c1, c2, c3, c4q}22 ď
››› 1
T
T´hÿ
t“1
EpFt`h b FtItph, c1, c2, c3, c4qqs
›››2
F
}ci,m¨}22 ¨ }cj,`¨}22.
and
}pΩfc,ij,m`ph, c1, c2, c3, c4q ´Ωfc,ij,m`ph, c1, c2, c3, c4q}22
ď
››› 1
T
T´hÿ
t“1
rFt`h b FtItph, c1, c2, c3, c4q ´ EpFt`h b FtItph, c1, c2, c3, c4qqs
›››2
F
}ci,m¨}22 ¨ }cj,`¨}22,
where c1 ă c2 ă c3 ă c4 can be real numbers, ´8, or `8.
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Proof: By the definition and properties of Kronecker product, we have
}Ωfc,ij,m`ph, c1, c2, c3, c4q}22
ď }Ωfc,ij,m`ph, c1, c2, c3, c4q}2F “ }vecpΩfc,ij,m`ph, c1, c2, c3, c4qq}22
“
››› 1
T
T´hÿ
t“1
vecpEpFtci,m¨c1j,`¨F1t`hItph, c1, c2, c3, c4qqq
›››2
2
“
››› 1
T
T´hÿ
t“1
rEpFt`h b Ft ¨ Itph, c1, c2, c3, c4qqsvecpci,m¨c1j,`¨q
›››2
2
ď
››› 1
T
T´hÿ
t“1
rEpFt`h b Ft ¨ Itph, c1, c2, c3, c4qqs
›››2
2
}vecpci,m¨c1j,`¨q}22
ď
››› 1
T
T´hÿ
t“1
rEpFt`h b FtItph, c1, c2, c3, c4qs
›››2
F
}ci,m¨c1j,`¨}2F
ď
››› 1
T
T´hÿ
t“1
rEpFt`h b FtItph, c1, c2, c3, c4qqs
›››2
F
}ci,m¨}22 ¨ }cj,`¨}22.
The other inequality can be proven similarly.
Lemma 3. Under Conditions A1-A2, A4 and C1, for i, j “ 1, 2, it holds that
p2ÿ
m“1
p2ÿ
`“1
E}pΩfc,ij,m`ph, c1, c2, c3, c4q ´Ωfc,ij,m`ph, c1, c2, c3, c4q}22
ď p3h` 8αqρc1,c2ρc3,c4k21k42a40σ4fp2´δ2i´δ2j2 T´1,
and
p2ÿ
m“1
p2ÿ
`“1
}Ωfc,ij,m`ph, c1, c2, c3, c4q}22 ď ρ2c1,c2ρ2c3,c4k21k42a40σ4fp2´δ2i´δ2j2 ,
where a0 satisfies }Ci}2 ď a0p1{2´δ2i{2i for i “ 1, 2, and c1 ă c2 ă c3 ă c4can be real numbers
in pη1, η2q, ´8 or `8.
Proof: Condition A4 implies that there exists a positive constant a0 such that }Ci}2 ď
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a0p
1{2´δ2i{2
2 for i “ 1, 2. By Lemma 1 and Lemma 2, it follows
p2ÿ
m“1
p2ÿ
`“1
E}pΩfc,ij,m`ph, c1, c2, c3, c4q ´Ωfc,ij,m`ph, c1, c2, c3, c4q}22
“
˜
p2ÿ
m“1
}ci,m¨}22
¸˜
p2ÿ
`“1
}cj,`¨}22
¸
¨E
››› 1
T
T´hÿ
t“1
rFt`h b FtItph, c1, c2, c3, c4q ´ EpFt`h b FtItph, c1, c2, c3, c4qqs
›››2
F
ď }Ci}2F }Cj}2F ¨ E
››› 1
T
T´hÿ
t“1
rFt`h b FtItph, c1, c2, c3, c4q ´ EpFt`h b FtItph, c1, c2, c3, c4qqs
›››2
F
ď k22}Ci}22}Cj}22 ¨ E
››› 1
T
T´hÿ
t“1
rFt`h b FtItph, c1, c2, c3, c4q ´ EpFt`h b FtItph, c1, c2, c3, c4qqs
›››2
F
ď p3h` 8αqρc1,c2ρc3,c4k21k42a40σ4fp2´δ2i´δ2j2 T´1.
We can also obtain the bound of
řp2
m“1
řp2
`“1 }Ωfc,ij,m`ph, c1, c2, c3, c4q}22 with Lemma 1 and
Lemma 2,
p2ÿ
m“1
p2ÿ
`“1
}Ωfc,ij,m`ph, c1, c2, c3, c4q}22
“
˜
p2ÿ
m“1
}ci,m¨}22
¸˜
p2ÿ
`“1
}cj,`¨}22
¸››› 1
T
T´hÿ
t“1
EpFt`h b FtItph, c1, c2, c3, c4qq
›››2
F
ď }Ci}2F }Cj}2F
››› 1
T
T´hÿ
t“1
EpFt`h b FtItph, c1, c2, c3, c4qq
›››2
F
ď k22}Ci}22}Cj}22
››› 1
T
T´hÿ
t“1
EpFt`h b FtItph, c1, c2, c3, c4qq
›››2
F
ď ρ2c1,c2ρ2c3,c4k21k42a40σ4fp2´δ2i´δ2j2 q.
Lemma 4. Under Conditions A1-A4 and C1, for i, j “ 1, 2 and any  P pη1 ´ r0, η2 ´ r0q,
it holds that
p2ÿ
m“1
p2ÿ
`“1
E}pΩx,ij,m`ph, r0 ` q ´Ωx,ij,m`ph, r0 ` q}22 ď 100p3h` 8αqk21k42a81σ40τ 20 δ2ηp21p22T´1,
where σ0 “ maxtσf , σeu, τ0 “ maxtτ1, 1u, δη “ maxtη2 ´ η1, 1u, and a1 ą 1 satisfies
}Ri}2 ď a1p1{2´δ1i{21 and }Ci}2 ď a1p1{2´δ2i{22 for i “ 1, 2.
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Proof: By Condition A4, we can find a positive constant a1 ą 1 such that }Ri}2 ď
a1p
1{2´δ1i{2
1 and }Ci}2 ď a1p1{2´δ2i{22 for i “ 1, 2. By Lemmas 1 and 3, when  ą 0 and
i “ j “ 1,
p2ÿ
m“1
p2ÿ
`“1
E}pΩd,11,m`ph, r0 ` q ´Ωd,11,m`ph, r0 ` q}22
ď
p2ÿ
m“1
p2ÿ
`“1
4}R1}42 ¨ E}ppΩfc,11,m`ph,´8, r0,´8, r0q ´Ωfc,11,m`ph,´8, r0,´8, r0qq}22
`
p2ÿ
m“1
p2ÿ
`“1
4}R1}2 ¨ E}pΩfc,12,m`ph,´8, r0, r0, r0 ` q ´Ωfc,12,m`ph,´8, r0, r0, r0 ` q}22 ¨ }R2}22
`
p2ÿ
m“1
p2ÿ
`“1
4}R2}22 ¨ E}pΩfc,21,m`ph, r0, r0 ` ,´8, r0q ´Ωfc,21,m`ph, r0, r0 ` ,´8, r0q}22 ¨ }R1}22
`
p2ÿ
m“1
p2ÿ
`“1
4}R2}42 ¨ E}pΩfc,22,m`ph, r0, r0 ` , r0, r0 ` q ´Ωfc,22,m`ph, r0, r0 ` , r0, r0 ` q}22
ď 4p3h` 8αqk21k42a81σ4f pp2´2δ111 p2´2δ212 ` 2τ1p2´δ11´δ121 p2´2δ21´δ222 ` τ 21 2p2´2δ121 p2´2δ222 qT´1.
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For the interaction of the common component and noise,
p2ÿ
m“1
p2ÿ
`“1
E}pΩde,11,m`ph, r0 ` q}22
ď 2
p2ÿ
m“1
p2ÿ
`“1
}R1}22 ¨ E
››› 1
T
T´hÿ
t“1
Ftc1,m¨e1t`h,`Ipzt ă r0qIt`h,1pr0 ` q
›››2
2
`2
p2ÿ
m“1
p2ÿ
`“1
}R2}22 ¨ E
››› 1
T
T´hÿ
t“1
Ftc2,m¨e1t`h,`Ipr0 ă zt ă r0 ` qIt`h,1pr0 ` q
›››2
2
ď 2}R1}22
˜
p2ÿ
`“1
E
››› 1
T
T´hÿ
t“1
et`h,` b FtIpzt ă r0q
›››2
2
¸˜
p2ÿ
m“1
}c1,m¨}22
¸
`2}R2}22
˜
p2ÿ
`“1
E
››› 1
T
T´hÿ
t“1
et`h,` b FtIpr0 ă zt ă r0 ` q
›››2
2
¸˜
p2ÿ
m“1
}c2,m¨}22
¸
ď 2}R1}22
˜
p2ÿ
`“1
E
››› 1
T
T´hÿ
t“1
et`h,` b FtIpzt ă r0q
›››2
F
¸
}C2}2F
`2}R2}22
˜
p2ÿ
`“1
E
››› 1
T
T´hÿ
t“1
et`h,` b FtIpr0 ă zt ă r0 ` q
›››2
F
¸
}C2}2F
ď 2k2a41p1´δ111 p1´δ212
«
1
T 2
p2ÿ
`“1
p1ÿ
u“1
k1ÿ
q“1
k2ÿ
v“1
T´hÿ
t“1
E
`
e2t`h,u`f
2
t,qvIpzt ă r0q
˘ff
`2k2a41p1´δ121 p1´δ222
«
1
T 2
p2ÿ
`“1
p1ÿ
u“1
k1ÿ
q“1
k2ÿ
v“1
T´hÿ
t“1
E
`
e2t`h,u`f
2
t,qvIpr0 ă zt ă r0 ` q
˘ff
ď 2k1k22a41σ2eσ2fp2´δ111 p2´δ212 T´1 ` 2k1k22a41σ2eσ2fp2´δ121 p2´δ222 T´1
“ 2k1k22a41σ2eσ2f pp2´δ111 p2´δ212 ` p2´δ121 p2´δ222 qT´1, (18)
and similarly we have
p2ÿ
m“1
p2ÿ
`“1
E}pΩed,11,m`ph, r0 ` q}22 ď 2k1k22a41σ2eσ2f pp2´δ111 p2´δ212 ` p2´δ121 p2´δ222 qT´1.
For the noise term,
p2ÿ
m“1
p2ÿ
`“1
E}pΩe,11,m`ph, r0 ` q}22
“
p2ÿ
m“1
p2ÿ
`“1
E
››› 1
T
T´hÿ
t“1
et,me
1
t`h,`It,1pr0 ` qIt`h,1pr0 ` q
›››2
2
ď 1
T 2
p2ÿ
m“1
p2ÿ
`“1
p1ÿ
u“1
p1ÿ
v“1
T´hÿ
t“1
Epe2t,ume2t`h,v`It,1pr0 ` qIt`h,1pr0 ` qq ď σ4ep21p22T´1.
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It follows
p2ÿ
m“1
p2ÿ
`“1
E}pΩx,11,m`ph, r0 ` q ´Ωx,11,m`ph, r0 ` q}22
ď
p2ÿ
m“1
p2ÿ
`“1
´
4E}pΩd,11,m`ph, r0 ` q ´Ωd,11,m`ph, r0 ` q}22 ` 4E}pΩde,11,m`ph, r0 ` q}22
`4E}pΩed,11,m`ph, r0 ` q}22 ` 4E}pΩe,11,m`ph, r0 ` q}22¯
ď 16p3h` 8αqk21k42a81σ4f pp2´2δ111 p2´2δ212 ` 2τ1p2´δ11´δ121 p2´2δ21´δ222 ` τ 21 2p2´2δ121 p2´2δ222 qT´1
`16k1k22a41σ2eσ2f pp2´δ111 p2´δ212 ` p2´δ121 p2´δ222 qT´1 ` 4σ4ep21p22T´1
ď 64p3h` 8αqk21k42a81σ40τ 20 δ2ηp21p22T´1 ` 32k1k22a41σ40δηp21p22T´1 ` 4σ40p21p22T´1
ď 100p3h` 8αqk21k42a81σ40τ 20 δ2ηp21p22T´1,
where τ0 “ maxtτ1, 1u, δη “ maxtη2 ´ η1, 1u, and σ0 “ maxtσf , σeu.
For other cases, we can prove it in a similar way.
Lemma 5. Under Conditions A1-A4 and C1, for  P pη1 ´ r0, η2 ´ r0q, we have
p2ÿ
m“1
p2ÿ
`“1
}Ωx,11,m`ph, r0 ` q}22
ď
$&% k21k42a81σ4fp2´2δ111 p2´2δ212  ď 0,4k21k42a81σ4f pp2´2δ111 p2´2δ212 ` 22p2´δ11´δ121 p2´δ21´δ222 ` 4p2´2δ121 p2´δ222 q  ą 0,
p2ÿ
m“1
p2ÿ
`“1
}Ωx,22,m`ph, r0 ` q}22
ď
$&% 4k21k42a81σ4f pp2´2δ121 p2´2δ222 ` 22p2´δ11´δ121 p2´δ21´δ222 ` 4p2´2δ111 p2´2δ212 q  ď 0,k21k42a81σ4fp2´2δ121 p2´2δ222  ą 0,
when i, j P t1, 2u and i ‰ j,
p2ÿ
m“1
p2ÿ
`“1
}Ωx,ij,m`ph, r0 ` q}22
ď
$’’’&’’’%
2k21k
4
2a
8
1σ
4
f pp2´δ11´δ121 p2´δ21´δ222 ` 2p2´2δ111 p2´2δ212 q  ă 0,
2k21k
4
2a
8
1σ
4
fp
2´δ11´δ12
1 p
2´δ21´δ22
2  “ 0,
2k21k
4
2a
8
1σ
4
f pp2´δ11´δ121 p2´δ21´δ222 ` 2p2´2δ121 p2´2δ222 q  ą 0.
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Proof: By the definition of Ωx,11,m`ph, r0 ` q and Lemma 3, if  ą 0, we have
p2ÿ
m“1
p2ÿ
`“1
}Ωx,11,m`ph, r0 ` q}22
ď
p2ÿ
m“1
p2ÿ
`“1
4}R1Ωfc,11,m`ph,´8, r0,´8, r0qR11}22 ` 4}R1Ωfc,12,m`ph,´8, r0, r0, r0 ` qR12}22
`4}R2Ωfc,21,m`ph, r0, r0 ` ,´8, r0qR11}22 ` 4}R2Ωfc,22,m`ph, r0, r0 ` , r0, r0 ` qR12}22
ď 4k21k42a81σ4fp2´2δ111 p2´2δ212 ` 8k21k42a81σ4f2p2´δ11´δ121 p2´δ21´δ222 ` 4k21k42a81σ4f4p2´2δ121 p2´δ222
ď 4k21k42a81σ4f pp2´2δ111 p2´2δ212 ` 22p2´δ11´δ121 p2´δ21´δ222 ` 4p2´2δ121 p2´δ222 q.
Other equations can be obtained in a similar fashion.
Lemma 6. Under Conditions A4 and C7, it holds that
a22b
2
2p
β1´δ12
1 ď }B11,1R2}22 ď k1a21b21pβ1´δ121 ,
and
a22b
2
2p
β1´δ12
1 ď }B11,2R1}22 ď k1a21b21pβ1´δ121 ,
where b1 and b2 are positive constants such that b2p
β1{2´1{2 ď DpMpQs,1q,MpQs,2qq ď
b1p
β1{2´1{2, for s “ 1, 2, and a2 is a positive constant such that }Ci}min ě a2p1{2´δ2i{22 for
i “ 1, 2.
Proof. Note that
tr
»–Q11,2 ´ Q1,1 B1,1 ¯
¨˝
Q11,1
B11,1
‚˛Q1,2
fifl
“ trpQ11,2Q1,1Q11,1Q1,2q ` trpQ11,2B1,1B11,1Q1,2q
“ k1t1´ rDpMpQ1,1q,MpQ1,2qqs2u ` trpQ11,2B1,1B11,1Q1,2q.
On the other hand,
tr
»–Q11,2 ´ Q1,1 B1,1 ¯
¨˝
Q11,1
B11,1
‚˛Q1,2
fifl “ trpQ11,2Q1,2q “ k1.
Hence, trpQ11,2B1,1B11,1Q1,2q “ k1rDpMpQ1,1q,MpQ1,2qqs2. Then Condition C7 indicates
that we can find two positive constants b1 and b2 such that b2p
β1{2´1{2 ď DpMpQ1,1q,MpQ1,2qq ď
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b1p
β1{2´1{2. Therefore, }B11,1Q1,2}22 ě trpQ11,2B1,1B11,1Q1,2q{k1 ě b22pβ1´11 and }B11,1Q1,2}22 ď
trpQ11,2B1,1B11,1Q1,2q ď k1b21pβ1´11 . With Condition A4, we have
a22b
2
2p
β1´δ12
1 ď }B11,1R2}22 ď k1a21b21pβ1´δ121 .
Lemma 7. Under Conditions A1-A4, C5, and C7 for  P pη1 ´ r0, η2 ´ r0q, we have
p2ÿ
m“1
p2ÿ
`“1
}B1,1pη1, η2q1Ωx,11,m`ph, r0 ` q}22$&% “ 0  ď 0,ď 4k31k42a81b21σ4f p2p1`β1´δ11´δ121 p2´δ21´δ222 ` 4p1`β1´2δ121 p2´2δ222 q  ą 0,
p2ÿ
m“1
p2ÿ
`“1
}B1,1pη1, η2q1Ωx,12,m`ph, r0 ` q}22
$&% “ 0  ď 0ď 2k31k42a81b21σ4f 2p1`β1´2δ121 p2´2δ222  ą 0,
p2ÿ
m“1
p2ÿ
`“1
}B1,2pη1, η2q1Ωx,21,m`ph, r0 ` q}22
$&% ď 2k31k42a81b21σ4f 2p
1`β1´2δ11
1 p
2´2δ21
2  ď 0,
“ 0  ą 0,
p2ÿ
m“1
p2ÿ
`“1
}B1,2pη1, η2q1Ωx,22,m`ph, r0 ` q}22$&% ď 4k31k42a81b21σ4f p2p
1`β1´δ11´δ12
1 p
2´δ21´δ22
2 ` 4p1`β1´2δ111 p2´2δ212 q  ď 0,
“ 0  ą 0.
Proof: If  ą 0, by the definition, we have
Ωx,11,m`ph, r0 ` q
“ R1Ωfc,11,m`ph,´8, r0,´8, r0qR11 `R1Ωfc,12,m`ph,´8, r0, r0,`8qR12
`R2Ωfc,21,m`ph, r0, r0 ` ,´8, r0qR11 `R2Ωfc,22,m`ph, r0, r0 ` , r0, r0 ` qR12.
If r0 P pη1, η2q, by the definition, we have MpBs,iq “MpBs,ipη1, η2qq for s, i “ 1, 2. Hence,
there exists a ppi ´ kiq ˆ ppi ´ kiq orthogonal matrix Γs,i such that Bs,i “ Bs,ipη1, η2qΓs,i.
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By Lemmas 3 and 6 and Cauchy-Schwarz inequality,
p2ÿ
m“1
p2ÿ
`“1
}B1,1pη1, η2q1Ωx,11,m`ph, r0 ` q}22 “
p2ÿ
m“1
p2ÿ
`“1
}B11,1Ωx,11,m`ph, r0 ` q}22
ď
p2ÿ
m“1
p2ÿ
`“1
”
4}B11,1R1Ωfc,11,m`ph,´8, r0,´8, r0qR11}22
`4}B11,1R1Ωfc,12,m`ph,´8, r0, r0, r0 ` qR12}22 ` 4}B11,1R2Ωfc,21,m`ph, r0, r0 ` ,´8, r0qR11}22
`4}B11,1R2Ωfc,22,m`ph, r0, r0 ` , r0, r0 ` qR12}22
ı
ď
p2ÿ
m“1
p2ÿ
`“1
”
4}B11,1R2}22 ¨ }Ωfc,21,m`ph, r0, r0 ` ´8, r0q}22 ¨ }R1}22
`4}B11,1R2}22 ¨ }Ωfc,22,m`ph, r0, r0 ` , r0, r0 ` q}22 ¨ }R2}22
ı
ď 4k31k42a81b21σ4f p2p1`β1´δ11´δ121 p2´δ21´δ222 ` 4p1`β1´2δ121 p2´δ222 q.
Lemma 8. Under Conditions A1-A4 and C6-C7, for any  P pη1 ´ r0, 0q,
λk1
˜
p2ÿ
m“1
p2ÿ
`“1
Ωfc,11,m`ph˚1 , r0 ` , r0,´8, r0 ` qΩfc,11,m`ph˚1 , r0 ` , r0,´8, r0 ` q1
¸
ě pi21a22γ20τ 22 2p2´2δ212 ,
λk1
˜
p2ÿ
m“1
p2ÿ
`“1
Ωfc,12,m`ph˚1 , r0 ` , r0, r0,`8qΩfc,12,m`ph˚1 , r0 ` , r0, r0,`8q1
¸
ě pi22a22γ20τ 22 2p2´δ21´δ222 ,
and for any  P p0, η2 ´ r0q,
λk1
˜
p2ÿ
m“1
p2ÿ
`“1
Ωfc,21,m`ph˚2 , r0, r0 ` ,´8, r0qΩfc,21,m`ph˚1 , r0, r0 ` ,´8, r0q1
¸
ě pi21a22γ20τ 22 2p2´δ21´δ222 ,
λk1
˜
p2ÿ
m“1
p2ÿ
`“1
Ωfc,22,m`ph˚2 , r0, r0 ` , r0 ` ,`8qΩfc,22,m`ph˚1 , r0, r0 ` , r0 ` ,`8q1
¸
ě pi22a22γ20τ 22 2p2´2δ222 ,
where λipHq is the i-th largest eigenvalue of H.
Proof: By definition and properties of Kronecker product, we have
Ωfc,ij,m`ph, c1, c2, c3, c4q
“ 1
T
T´hÿ
t“1
Erpc1i,m¨ b Ik1qvecpFtqvecpFt`hq1pc`,j¨ b Ik1qItph, c1, c2, c3, c4qs
“ P pc1 ă zt ă c2, c3 ă zt`h ă c4qpc1i,m¨ b Ik1qΣf ph, c1, c2, c3, c4qpcj,`¨ b Ik1q.
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Under Conditions A1-A3, following the proof of Lemma 5 in Wang et al. (2019), we can
obtain
1
P pc1 ă zt ă c2, c3 ă zt`h ă c4q2 ¨ λk1
˜
p2ÿ
m“1
p2ÿ
`“1
Ωfc,ij,m`ph, c1, c2, c3, c4qΩfc,ij,m`ph, c1, c2, c3, c4q1
¸
ě λk1
`pCj b Ik1qΣf ph, c1, c2, c3, c4q1pC1iCi b Ik1qΣf ph, c1, c2, c3, c4qpC1j b Ik1q˘ .
Since C1iCi is a k2 ˆ k2 symmetric positive definite matrix, we can find a k2 ˆ k2 positive
definite matrix Ui such that C
1
iCi “ UiU1i and }Ui}2 ě }Ui}min ě a2p1{2´δ2i{22 , for i “ 1, 2,
where a2 is defined in Lemma 6. With the property of Kronecker product, it can be seen
that σ1pUib Ik1q ě σpk1k2qpUib Ik1q ě a2p1{2´δ2i{22 . By Theorem 9 in Merikoski and Kumar
(2004), Lemma 3, and Condition C6, we have σk1pΣf ph2˚ , r0, r0` , r0` ,`8qpUib Ik1qq ě
a2γ0p
1{2´δ2i
2 .
Similar to proof of Lemma 5 in Wang et al. (2019), we have
1
p2
λk1
˜
p2ÿ
m“1
p2ÿ
`“1
Ωfc,22,m`ph˚2 , r0, r0 ` , r0 ` ,`8qΩfc,22,m`ph˚2 , r0, r0 ` , r0 ` ,`8q1
¸
ě rσk1 ppU12 b Ik1qΣf ph˚2 , r0, r0 ` , r0,`8qpU2 b Ik1qqs2 ě a22γ20p2´2δ222 ,
where p “ P pr0 ă zt ă r0 ` , zt`h ą r0 ` q. The conclusion follows,
λk1
˜
p2ÿ
m“1
p2ÿ
`“1
Ωfc,22,m`ph˚2 , r0, r0 ` , r0 ` ,`8qΩfc,22,m`ph˚2 , r0, r0 ` , r0 ` ,`8q1
¸
ě P pr0 ă zt ă r0 ` , zt`h ą r0 ` q2a22γ20p2´2δ222 ě pi22a22γ20τ 22 2p2´2δ222 .
Proof of Theorem 1. When r1 ď r0 and r2 ě r0 and r1 and r2 are fixed, under Conditions
A4 and B1, similar to Lemmas 1, and 3-5, we can show that
p2ÿ
m“1
p2ÿ
`“1
}Ωx,11,m`ph, r1, r2q}22 “ }R1Ωfc,11,m`p´8, r1,´8, r1qR11}2 ď k21k42a81σ4fp2´2δ111 p2´2δ212 .
p2ÿ
m“1
p2ÿ
`“1
}Ωx,12,m`ph, r1, r2q}22 “ }R1Ωfc,12,m`p´8, r1, r2,`8qR12}2 “ k21k42a81σ4fp2´δ11´δ121 p2´δ21´δ222 ,
and
p2ÿ
m“1
p2ÿ
`“1
E}pΩx,1j,m`ph, r1, r2q ´Ωx,1j,m`ph, r1, r2q}22 ď 100p3h` 8αqk21k42a81σ40p21p22T´1, for i “ 1, 2.
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Since since p
δ11{2`δ12{2
1 p
δ21{2`δ22{2
2 T
´1{2 “ op1q, by Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, it follows
E}xM1,1pr1, r2q ´M1,1pr1, r2q}2
ď
h0ÿ
h“1
2ÿ
j“1
«
p2ÿ
m“1
p2ÿ
`“1
E}pΩx,1j,m`ph, r1, r2q ´Ωx,1j,m`ph, r1, r2q}22
`
p2ÿ
m“1
p2ÿ
`“1
}Ωx,1j,m`}2 ¨ E}pΩx,1j,m`ph, r1, r2q ´Ωx,1j,m`ph, r1, r2q}2ff
ď
h0ÿ
h“1
2ÿ
j“1
«
p2ÿ
m“1
p2ÿ
`“1
E}pΩx,1j,m`ph, r1, r2q ´Ωx,ij,m`ph, r1, r2q}22
`
˜
p2ÿ
m“1
p2ÿ
`“1
}Ωx,1j,m`ph, r1, r2q}22
¸1{2˜ p2ÿ
m“1
p2ÿ
`“1
E}pΩx,1j,m`ph, r1, r2q ´Ωx,1j,m`ph, r1, r2q}22
¸1{2 ff
ď 200p3h0 ` 8αqh0k21k42a81σ40p21p22T´1
`20ap3h0 ` 8αqh0k21k42a81σ40p2´δ11{2´δ1min{21 p2´δ21{2´δ2min{22 T´1{2q
ď 220p3h0 ` 8αqh0k21k42a81σ40p2´δ11{2´δ1min{21 p2´δ21{2´δ2min{22 T´1{2.
Similar to Lemma 8, with Condition B2 we can prove that there exists a positive constant
C such that
řp2
m“1
řp2
`“1 }Ωfc,1j,m`ph1j, r1, r2q}2min ě Cp2´δ11´δ1j1 for j “ 1, 2. By Theorem 9
in Merikoski and Kumar (2004), we have
}M1,1pr1, r2q}min ě
h0ÿ
h“1
2ÿ
j“1
p2ÿ
m“1
p2ÿ
`“1
}R1Ωfc,1j,m`ph, r1, r2qR1j}2min
ě
h0ÿ
h“1
2ÿ
j“1
}R1}22}Rj}22
˜
p2ÿ
m“1
p2ÿ
`“1
}Ωfc,1j,m`ph, r1, r2q}2min
¸
ě Ca22p2´δ11´δ1min1 p2´δ21´δ2min2 . (19)
Since r1 ă r0 ă r2, we know that MpQ1,1pr1, r2qq “ MpQ1,1q. Following the proof
for Theorem 1 in Lam et al. (2011) and Theorem 3 in Liu and Chen (2016), we have
DpMppQ1,1pr1, r2qq,MpQ1,1qq “ Opppδ11{2`δ1min{21 pδ21{2`δ2min{22 T´1{2).
Lemma 9. Under Conditions A1-A4 and C1-C7, for  P pη1 ´ r0, η2 ´ r0q, with true k0,
when p1 and p2 are large enough, we have Gpr0q “ 0, and
Gpr0 ` q ě
$&% 2pi20a42b22γ20τ 22 2d2maxp
2´δ11´δ1min
1 p
2´δ21´δ2min
2  ă 0,
2pi20a
4
2b
2
2γ
2
0τ
2
2 
2d2maxp
2´δ12´δ1min
1 p
2´δ22´δ2min
2  ą 0,
where pi0 “ mintpi1{2, pi2{2u.
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Proof: When  ą 0, if pδ11´δ121 pδ21´δ222 “ op1q, when p1 and p2 are large enough by Theorem
9 in Merikoski and Kumar (2004) and Lemmas 3, 6, and 8, we have
}B11,1M1,1pr0 ` qB1,1}2 ě
››› p2ÿ
m“1
p2ÿ
`“1
B11,1Ωx,11,m`ph˚2 , r0 ` qΩx,11,m`ph˚2 , r0 ` q1B1,1
›››
2
“
››› p2ÿ
m“1
p2ÿ
`“1
B11,1R2 pΩfc,21,m`ph˚2 , r0, r0 ` ,´8, r0qR11 `Ωfc,22,m`ph˚2 , r0, r0 ` , r0, r0 ` qR12q
¨ pR1Ωfc,21,m`ph˚2 , r0, r0 ` ,´8, r0q1 `Ωfc,22,m`ph˚2 , r0, r0 ` , r0, r0 ` q1R2qR12B1,1
›››
2
ě 1
2
}B11,1R2}22 ¨
p2ÿ
m“1
p2ÿ
`“1
}Ωfc,21,m`ph˚2 , r0, r0 ` ,´8, r0q}2min}R1}22
´}B11,1R2}22 ¨
p2ÿ
m“1
p2ÿ
`“1
}Ωfc,22,m`ph˚2 , r0, r0 ` , r0, r0 ` q}22}R2}22
ě pi21a42b22γ20τ 22 2p1`β1´δ11´δ121 p2´δ21´δ222 {2´ k21k42a42b22σ4f4p1`β1´2δ121 p2´2δ222 .
If pδ11´δ121 p
δ21´δ22
2 ě C as p1, p2, and T go to infinity, then we have
}B11,1M1,1pr0 ` qB1,1}2 ě
››› p2ÿ
m“1
p2ÿ
`“1
B11,1Ωx,12,m`ph, r0 ` qΩx,12,m`ph, r0 ` q1B1,1
›››
2
“
››› p2ÿ
m“1
p2ÿ
`“1
B11,1R2Ωfc,22,m`ph˚2 , r0, r0 ` , r0 ` ,`8qR12R2Ωfc,22,m`ph˚2 , r0, r0 ` , r0 ` ,`8qB1,1
›››
2
ě pi22a42b22γ20τ 22 2p1`β1´2δ121 p2´2δ222 .
In sum, when p1 and p2 are large enough we have
}B11,1M1,1pr0 ` qB1,1}2 ě pi20a42b22γ20τ 22 2p1`β1´δ12´δ1min1 p2´δ22´δ2min2 ,
where pi0 “ mintpi1{2, pi2{2u. We can also show that
}B12,1M2,1pr0 ` qB2,1}2 ě pi20a42b22γ20τ 22 2p2´δ12´δ1min1 p1`β2´δ22´δ2min2 .
It indicates that
Gpr0 ` q ě 2pi20a42b22γ20τ 22 2d2maxp2´δ12´δ1min1 p2´δ22´δ2min2 , if  ą 0.
It can be shown that Gpr0` q ě 2pi20a42b22γ20τ 22 2d2maxp2´δ11´δ1min1 p2´δ21´δ2min2 when  ă 0 and
Gpr0q “ 0 by definition and Lemmas 7 and 8.
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Lemma 10. Under Conditions A1-A4 and C1-C3, if p
δ11{2`δ12{2
1 p
δ21{2`δ22{2
2 T
´1{2 “ op1q,
with true k0, as p1, p2, T Ñ 8, it holds that
E}pB1,ipη1, η2q ´B1,ipη1, η2q}22 ď Cpδ1i`δ1min1 pδ2i`δ2min2 T´1, for i “ 1, 2,
where C is a generic uniformly positive constant which only depends on the parameters.
Proof: Let Yt “ ft,qvft`h,m` ¨ Itph, c1, c2, c3, c4q ´ Erft,qvft`h,m` ¨ Itph, c1, c2, c3, c4qs, and
c1, c2, c3, c4 are real numbers in rη1, η2s, ´8, or `8. Condition A2 and Jensen’s inequal-
ity indicate that EpY 2t q ă σ4f , EpY 4t q ă σ8f , and EY 2γt ă σ4γf . Thus, by Cauchy-Schwartz
inequality, Proposition 2.5 in Fan and Yao (2003) and Lemma 1,
1
T 4
E
˜
T´hÿ
t“1
Y 4t
¸
ď 1
T 4
T´hÿ
t“1
EpY 4t q `
2
`
4
1
˘
T 4
ÿ
t1ăt2
EpY 3t1Yt2q `
2
`
4
2
˘
T 4
ÿ
t1ăt2
EpY 2t1Y 2t2q `
`
4
2
˘`
2
1
˘
T 4
ÿ
t1‰t2,t2‰t3
t1‰t3
EpY 2t1Yt2Yt3q
` 4!
T 4
ÿ
t1ăt2ăt3ăt4
EpYt1Yt2Yt3Yt4q
ă σ
8
f
T 3
` 10σ
8
f
T 2
` 12σ
8
f
T
` 24
T 4
ÿ
t1ăt2ăt3ăt4
t3´t2ďh
EpYt1Yt2Yt3Yt4q ` 24T 4
ÿ
t1ăt2ăt3ăt4
t3´t2ąh
EpYt1Yt2Yt3Yt4q
ă 23σ
8
f
T
` 24hpT ´ 2hq
3σ8f
T 4
` 24
T 4
ÿ
t1ăt2ăt3ăt4
t3´t2ąh
CovpYt1Yt2 , Yt3Yt4q ` EpYt1Yt2qEpYt3Yt4q
ă 47hσ
8
f
T
` 48σ
8
f
T 2
T´2hÿ
u“1
αpuq1´2{γ ` 192
T 4
˜
T´hÿ
t1“1
T´hÿ
t2“1
|CovpYt1 , Yt´2q|
¸
¨
˜
T´hÿ
t3“1
T´hÿ
t4“1
|CovpYt3 , Yt´4q|
¸
ă p47h` 48αqσ
8
f
T
` 3σ
8
f
T 2
˜
T´2hÿ
u“1
αpuq1´2{γ
¸2
ď p47h` 48α ` 192α
2qσ8f
T
.
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Together with Lemma 2, we have
E
˜
p2ÿ
m“1
p2ÿ
`“1
}pΩfc,ij,m`ph, c1, c2, c3, c4q ´Ωfc,ij,m`ph, c1, c2, c3, c4q}22
¸2
ď
˜
p2ÿ
m“1
}ci,m¨}22
¸2
¨
˜
p2ÿ
`“1
}cj,`¨}22
¸2
¨E
››› 1
T
T´hÿ
t“1
rFt`h b FtItph, c1, c2, c3, c4q ´ EpFt`h b FtItph, c1, c2, c3, c4qqs
›››4
F
ď }Ci}4F }Cj}4F ¨
ρc1,c2ρc3,c4k
2
1k
2
2p47h` 48α ` 192α2qσ8f
T
ď ρc1,c2ρc3,c4a
8
0k
2
1k
6
2p47h` 48α ` 192α2qσ8fp4´2δ2i´2δ2j2
T
. (20)
Define
pΩd,ij,m`ph, r1, r2q “ 1
T
T´hÿ
t“1
d1t,mdt`h,`It,ipriqIt`h,jprjq.
pΩde,ij,m`ph, r1, r2q “ 1
T
T´hÿ
t“1
d1t,met`h,`It,ipriqIt`h,jprjq.
pΩed,ij,m`ph, r1, r2q “ 1
T
T´hÿ
t“1
e1t,mdt`h,`It,ipriqIt`h,jprjq.
(20) shows
E
˜
p2ÿ
m“1
p2ÿ
`“1
}pΩd,ij,m`ph, r1, r2q}22
¸2
ď Cp4´2δ1i´2δ1j1 p4´2δ2i´2δ2j2 T´1.
For the interaction of the common component and noise, with (18) we can show in a similar
way that
E
˜
p2ÿ
m“1
p2ÿ
`“1
}pΩde,ij,m`ph, r1, r2q}22
¸2
ď k22a80p2´δ1i´δ1j1 p2´δ2i´δ2j2 E
˜
1
T 2
p2ÿ
`“1
p1ÿ
u“1
k1ÿ
q“1
k2ÿ
v“1
T´hÿ
t“1
e2t`h,u`F
2
t,qvIt,ipriqIt`h,jprjq
¸2
ď k22a80σ80p4´δ1i´δ1j1 p4´δ2i´δ2j2 T´2,
and
E
˜
p2ÿ
m“1
p2ÿ
`“1
}pΩed,ij,m`ph, r1, r2q}22
¸2
ď k22a80σ80p4´δ1i´δ1j1 p4´δ2i´δ2j2 T´2.
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For the noise term,
E
˜
p2ÿ
m“1
p2ÿ
`“1
}pΩe,11,m`ph, r1, r2q}22
¸2
ď 1
T 4
E
˜
p2ÿ
m“1
p2ÿ
`“1
p1ÿ
u“1
p1ÿ
v“1
T´hÿ
t“1
e2t,ume
2
t`h,v`It,ipriqIt`h,jprjq
¸2
ď σ80p41p42T´2.
Similar to the proof of Lemma 4, it can be shown that there exists a positive constant C
such that
E
˜
p2ÿ
m“1
p2ÿ
`“1
}pΩx,ij,m`ph, r1, r2q ´Ωx,ij,m`ph, r1, r2q}22
¸2
ď C1p4´2δ1i´2δ1j1 p4´2δ2i´2δ2j2 T´1 ` C2p41p42T´2,
for i, j “ 1, 2, where C1 and C2 do not depend on p1, p2, T or .
If p
δ11{2`δ12{2
1 p
δ21{2`δ22{2
2 T
´1{2 “ op1q, we have
E}M1,1pr1, r2q ´M1,1pr1, r2q}22
ď 4h0
h0ÿ
h“1
2ÿ
j“1
E
˜
p2ÿ
m“1
p2ÿ
`“1
}pΩx,1j,m`ph, r1, r2q ´Ωx,1j,m`ph, r1, r2}22
¸2
`4h0
h0ÿ
h“1
2ÿ
j“1
E
˜
p2ÿ
m“1
p2ÿ
`“1
2}Ωx,1j,m`ph, r1, r2q}2}pΩx,1j,m`ph, r1, r2q ´Ωx,1j,m`ph, r1, r2}2¸2
ď 4h0
h0ÿ
h“1
2ÿ
j“1
»–E˜ p2ÿ
m“1
p2ÿ
`“1
}pΩx,1j,m`ph, r1, r2q ´Ωx,1j,m`ph, r1, r2}22
¸2
`
˜
p2ÿ
m“1
p2ÿ
`“1
}Ωx,1j,m`ph, r1, r2q}22
¸
E
˜
p2ÿ
m“1
p2ÿ
`“1
2}pΩx,1j,m`ph, r1, r2q ´Ωx,1j,m`ph, r1, r2}22
¸ff
ď Cp4´δ11´δ1min1 p4´δ21´δ2min2 T´1.
Together with (19), following the proof for Theorem 1 in Lam et al. (2011) and Theorem
3 in Liu and Chen (2016), we can reach the conclusion.
Lemma 11. Under Condition A1-A4 and C1-C7, with true k0, when η1 ´ r0 ă  ă 0,
E| pGpr0 ` q ´Gpr0 ` q|
ď C1p21p22T´1 ` C2dmaxp2´δ11{2´δ1min{21 p2´δ21{2´δ2min{22 T´1{2
`C32dmaxp2´δ11{2`δ12{2´δ1min{21 p2´δ21{2`δ22{2´δ2min{22 T´1{2,
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when 0 ă  ă η2 ´ r0,
E| pGpr0 ` q ´Gpr0 ` q|
ď C1p21p22T´1 ` C2dmaxp2´δ12{2´δ1min{21 p2´δ22{2´δ2min{22 T´1{2
`C32dmaxp2`δ11{2´δ12´δ1min{21 p2`δ21{2´δ22´δ2min{22 T´1{2,
and
E| pGpr0q ´Gpr0q| ď C1p21p22T´1.
Proof: Since r0 P pη1, η2q, by the definition, MpBs,iq “ MpBs,ipη1, η2qq for s, i “ 1, 2.
Hence, there exists a pps´ksqˆpps´ksq orthogonal matrix Γs,i such that Bs,i “ Bs,ipη1, η2qΓs,i.
Then we haveˇˇˇˇ
ˇ 2ÿ
i“1
´
}pB1,ipη1, η2q1xM1,iprqpB1,ipη1, η2q}2 ´ }B11,iM1,iprqB1,i}2¯
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
“
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ 2ÿ
i“1
´
}pB1,ipη1, η2q1xM1,iprqpB1,ipη1, η2q}2 ´ }B1,ipη1, η2q1M1,iprqB1,ipη1, η2q}2¯
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ď
h0ÿ
h“1
2ÿ
i“1
2ÿ
j“1
p2ÿ
m“1
p2ÿ
`“1
´
}pB1,ipη1, η2q1 pΩx,ij,m`ph, rq ´Bs,ipη1, η2q1Ωx,ij,m`ph, rq}22
`2}B1,ipη1, η2q1Ωx,ij,m`ph, rqrpΩx,ij,m`ph, rq1pB1,ipη1, η2q ´Ωx,ij,m`ph, rq1Bs,ipη1, η2qs››2¯
ď
h0ÿ
h“1
2ÿ
i“1
2ÿ
j“1
” p2ÿ
m“1
p2ÿ
`“1
´
}pB1,ipη1, η2q}2}pΩx,ij,m`ph, rq ´Ωx,ij,m`ph, rq}2
`}pB1,ipη1, η2q ´B1,ipη1, η2q}2}Ωx,ij,m`ph, rq}2¯2 ` 2 p2ÿ
m“1
p2ÿ
`“1
}B1,ipη1, η2qΩx,ij,m`ph, rq}2
¨}pΩx,ij,m`ph, rq ´Ωx,ij,m`ph, rq}2}pB1,ipη1, η2q}2 ` 2 p2ÿ
m“1
p2ÿ
`“1
}B1,ipη1, η2q
¨Ωx,ij,m`ph, rqΩx,ij,m`ph, rq1}2}pB1,ipη1, η2q ´B1,ipη1, η2q}2ı
“
2ÿ
i“1
2ÿ
j“1
rLi,j,1prq ` Li,j,2prq ` Li,j,3prqs. (21)
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When  ą 0, by Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and Lemmas 4-7 and 10,
EpL1,1,1pr0 ` qq
ď 2
h0ÿ
h“1
p2ÿ
m“1
p2ÿ
`“1
E}pΩx,11,m`ph, r0 ` q ´Ωx,11,m`ph, r0 ` q}22
`2E}pB1,1pη1, η2q ´B1,1pη1, η2q}22
˜
p2ÿ
m“1
p2ÿ
`“1
}Ωx,11,m`ph, r0 ` q}22
¸
ď Opp21p22T´1q `Opp2´δ11`δ1min1 p2´δ21`δ2min2 T´1q `Op2p2´δ12`δ1min1 p2´δ22`δ2min2 T´1q
`Op4p2`δ11´2δ12`δ1min1 p2`δ21´2δ22`δ2min2 T´1q
“ Opp21p22T´1q `Op4p2`δ11´2δ12`δ1min1 p2`δ21´2δ22`δ2min2 T´1q,
EpL1,1,2pr0 ` qq
ď 2
h0ÿ
h“1
˜
p2ÿ
m“1
p2ÿ
`“1
}B1,1pη1, η2qΩx,11,m`ph, r0 ` q}22
¸1{2
¨
˜
p2ÿ
m“1
p2ÿ
`“1
E}pΩx,11,m`ph, r0 ` q ´Ωx,11,m`ph, r0 ` q}22
¸1{2
“ Opp3{2`β1{2´δ11{2´δ12{21 p2´δ21{2´δ22{22 T´1{2q `Op2p3{2`β1{2´δ121 p2´δ222 T´1{2q.
and
EpL1,1,3pr0 ` qq
ď 2
h0ÿ
h“1
˜
p2ÿ
m“1
p2ÿ
`“1
}B1,1pη1, η2qΩx,11,m`ph, r0 ` q}22
¸1{2
¨
˜
p2ÿ
m“1
p2ÿ
`“1
}Ωx,11,m`ph, r0 ` q}22
¸1{2
E}pB1,ipη1, η2q ´B1,ipη1, η2q}2
“ Opp3{2`β1{2´δ11´δ12{2`δ1min{21 p2´δ21´δ22{2`δ2min{22 T´1{2q
`Op2p3{2`β1{2´δ11{2´δ12`δ1min{21 p2´δ21{2´δ22`δ2min{22 T´1{2q
`Op3p3{2`β1{2´3δ12{2`δ1min{21 p2´3δ22{2`δ2min{22 T´1{2q
`Op4p3{2`β1{2`δ11{2´2δ12`δ1min{21 p2`δ21{2´2δ22`δ2min{22 T´1{2q.
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EpL1,2,1pr0 ` qq ď Opp21p22T´1 ` 2p2`δ11´2δ12`δ1min1 p2`δ21´2δ22`δ2min2 T´1q,
EpL1,2,2pr0 ` qq ď Opp3{2`β1{2´δ121 p2´δ222 T´1{2q,
EpL1,2,3pr0 ` qq ď Opp3{2`β1{2´3δ12{2`δ1min{21 p2´3δ22{2`δ2min{22 T´1{2q
`Op2p3{2`β1{2`δ11{2´2δ12`δ1min{21 p2`δ21{2´2δ22`δ1min{22 T´1{2q,
EpL2,1,1pr0 ` qq ď Opp21p22T´1q, L2,1,2pr0 ` q “ 0, L2,1,3pr0 ` q “ 0,
EpL2,2,1pr0 ` qq ď Opp21p22T´1q, L2,2,2pr0 ` q “ 0, L2,2,3pr0 ` q “ 0.
It follows from (21),
E
ˇˇˇ 2ÿ
i“1
´
}pB1,ipη1, η2q1xM1,iprqpB1,ipη1, η2q}2 ´ }B11,iM1,iprqB1,i}2¯ ˇˇˇ
ď Opp21p22T´1q `Opp3{2`β1{2´δ12{2´δ1min{21 p2´δ22{2´δ2min{22 T´1{2q
`Op2p3{2`β1{2`δ11{2´δ12´δ1min{21 p2`δ21{2´δ22´δ2min{22 T´1{2q.
Similarly we can establish the rate of convergence for
ř2
i“1p}pB2,ipη1, η2q1xM2,iprqpB2,ipη1, η2q}2´
}B12,iM2,iprqB2,i}2q. Then when  ą 0, we have
| pGpr0 ` q ´Gpr0 ` q|
ď
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ 2ÿ
s“1
2ÿ
i“1
´
}pBs,ipη1, η2q1xMs,iprqpBs,ipη1, η2q}2 ´ }B1s,iMs,iprqBs,i}2¯
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
“ Opp21p22T´1q `Opdmaxp2´δ12{2´δ1min{21 p2´δ22{2´δ2min{22 T´1{2q
`Op2dmaxp2`δ11{2´δ12´δ1min{21 p2`δ21{2´δ22´δ2min{22 T´1{2q.
where dmax “ maxtpβ1{2´1{21 , pβ2{2´1{22 u.
Proof of Theorem 2. Let g0 “ pi20a42b22γ20τ 22 d2maxp2´δ12´δ1min1 p2´δ22´δ2min2 . Following the
proof of Theorem 2 in Liu and Chen (2019), we can reach the conclusion.
Proof of Theorem 3. When  ą 0, if pδ11{2`δ12{21 pδ21{2`δ22{22 T´1{2d´1max “ op1q, by Cauchy-
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Schwarz inequality and Lemmas 4-5, we have
}xM1,1pr0 ` q ´M1,1pr0 ` q}2
ď
h0ÿ
h“1
2ÿ
j“1
p2ÿ
m“1
p2ÿ
`“1
}pΩx,1j,m`ph, r0 ` q ´Ωx,1j,m`ph, r0 ` q}22
`2
h0ÿ
h“1
2ÿ
j“1
p2ÿ
m“1
p2ÿ
`“1
}Ωx,1j,m`ph, r0 ` q}2 ¨ }pΩx,1j,m`ph, r0 ` q ´Ωx,1j,m`ph, r0 ` q}2
ď
h0ÿ
h“1
2ÿ
j“1
p2ÿ
m“1
p2ÿ
`“1
}pΩx,1j,m`ph, r0 ` q ´Ωx,1j,m`ph, r0 ` q}22
`2
h0ÿ
h“1
2ÿ
j“1
˜
p2ÿ
m“1
p2ÿ
`“1
}Ωx,1j,m`ph, r0 ` q}22
¸1{2
¨
´
}pΩx,1j,m`ph, r0 ` q ´Ωx,1j,m`ph, r0 ` q}22¯1{2
“ Oppp2´δ11{2´δ1min{21 p2´δ21{2´δ2min{22 T´1{2q `Oppp2´δ12{2´δ1min{21 p2´δ22{2´δ2min{22 T´1{2q. (22)
Under Condition A4, it follows from Lemma 3,
p2ÿ
m“1
p2ÿ
`“1
}Ωx,11,m`ph, r0 ` q ´Ωx,11,m`ph, r0q}22
ď
p2ÿ
m“1
p2ÿ
`“1
}R1Ωfc,12,m`ph,´8, r0, r0, r0 ` qR12}22 `
p2ÿ
m“1
p2ÿ
`“1
}R2Ωfc,21,m`ph, r0, r0 ` ,´8, r0qR11}22
`
p2ÿ
m“1
p2ÿ
`“1
}R2Ωfc,22,m`ph, r0, r0 ` , r0, r0 ` qR12}22
“ Opp2p2´δ11´δ121 p2´δ21´δ222 q `Opp4p2´2δ121 p2´2δ222 q,
and
p2ÿ
m“1
p2ÿ
`“1
}Ωx,12,m`ph, r0 ` q ´Ωx,12,m`ph, r0q}22
ď
p2ÿ
m“1
p2ÿ
`“1
}R1Ωfc,12,m`ph,´8, r0, r0 ` ,`8qR12}22
`
p2ÿ
m“1
p2ÿ
`“1
}R2Ωfc,22,m`ph, r0, r0 ` , r0 ` ,`8qR12}22
“ Opp2p2´2δ121 p2´2δ222 q.
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Hence,
}M1,1pr0 ` q ´M1,1}2
ď
h0ÿ
h“1
2ÿ
j“1
p2ÿ
m“1
p2ÿ
`“1
}Ωx,1j,m`ph, r0 ` qΩx,1j,m`ph, r0 ` q1 ´Ωx,1j,m`ph, r0qΩx,1j,m`ph, r0q1}2
ď
h0ÿ
h“1
2ÿ
j“1
˜
p2ÿ
m“1
p2ÿ
`“1
}Ωx,1j,m`ph, r0 ` q ´Ωx,1j,m`ph, r0q}22
`2
p2ÿ
m“1
p2ÿ
`“1
}Ωx,1j,m`ph, r0q}2 ¨ }Ωx,1j,m`ph, r0 ` q ´Ω1j,m`ph, r0q}2
¸
ď
h0ÿ
h“1
2ÿ
j“1
«
p2ÿ
m“1
p2ÿ
`“1
}Ωx,1j,m`ph, r0 ` q ´Ωx,1j,m`ph, r0q}22
`2
˜
p2ÿ
m“1
p2ÿ
`“1
}Ωx,1j,m`ph, r0q}22
¸1{2˜ p2ÿ
m“1
p2ÿ
`“1
}Ωx,1j,m`ph, r0 ` q ´Ωx,1j,m`ph, r0q}22
¸1{2 ff
“ Op2p2´δ12´δ1min1 p2´δ22´δ2min2 q `Opp2´δ11{2´δ12{2´δ1min1 p2´δ21{2´δ22{2´δ2min2 q.
If p
δ11{2`δ12{2
1 p
δ21{2`δ22{2
2 T
´1{2d´1max “ op1q, together with (22), we have
}xM1,1pr0 ` q ´M1,1}2
ď }xM1,1pr0 ` q ´M1,1pr0 ` q}2 ` }M1,1pr0 ` q ´M1,1}2
“ Oppp2´δ11{2´δ1min{21 p2´δ21{2´δ2min{22 T´1{2q `Oppp2´δ11{2´δ12{2´δ1min1 p2´δ21{2´δ22{2´δ2min2 q
`Opp2p2´δ12´δ1min1 p2´δ22´δ2min2 q.
Theorem 2 states that if pr ą r0, |pr ´ r0| “ Opppδ12{2`δ1min{21 pδ22{2`δ2min{22 T´1{2d´1maxq. There-
fore,
}xM1,1pprq ´M1,1}2 “ Oppp2´δ11{2´δ1min{21 p2´δ21{2´δ2min{22 T´1{2d´1maxq, if pr ą r0. (23)
On the other hand, under Condition C4 following the proof of Lemma 8, we can obtain
λk1
˜
p2ÿ
m“1
p2ÿ
`“1
Ωfc,11,m`ph11,´8, r0,´8, r0qΩfc,11,m`ph11,´8, r0,´8, r0q1
¸
ě Cp2´2δ212 ,
λk1
˜
p2ÿ
m“1
p2ÿ
`“1
Ωfc,12,m`ph11,´8, r0, r0,`8qΩfc,12,m`ph11,´8, r0, r0,`8q1
¸
ě Cp2´δ21´δ222 .
If pδ11´δ121 p
δ21´δ22
2 “ op1q, by Theorems 6 and 9 in Merikoski and Kumar (2004), we can
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show that
}M1,1}min ě
p2ÿ
m“1
p2ÿ
`“1
}Ωx,11,m`ph11, r0q}2min
ě
p2ÿ
m“1
p2ÿ
`“1
}R1Ωfc,11,m`ph11,´8, r0,´8, r0qR11}2min
ě }R1}4min ¨ λk1
˜
p2ÿ
m“1
p2ÿ
`“1
Ωfc,11,m`ph11,´8, r0,´8, r0qΩfc,11,m`ph11,´8, r0,´8, r0q1
¸
ě Cp2´2δ111 p2´2δ212 .
If pδ11´δ121 p
δ21´δ22
2 ą C as p1 and p2 go to infinity,
}M1,1}min ě
p2ÿ
m“1
p2ÿ
`“1
}Ωx,12,m`ph1, r0q}2min
ě
p2ÿ
m“1
p2ÿ
`“1
}R1Ωfc,12,m`ph12,´8, r0, r0,`8qR12}2min
ě }R1}2min}R2}2min ¨ λk1
˜
p2ÿ
m“1
p2ÿ
`“1
Ωfc,12,m`ph12,´8, r0, r0,`8qΩfc,12,m`ph12,´8, r0, r0,`8q1
¸
ě Cp2´δ11´δ121 p2´δ21´δ222 .
Hence, }M1,1}min ě Cp2´δ11´δ1min1 p2´δ21´δ2min2 . Similar to the proof of Theorems 1 in Lam
et al. (2011) and Theorem 3 in Liu and Chen (2016), with (23), the conclusions can be
reached.
Lemma 12. For pk1 ą k1, let B1˚,i be a psˆpp1´pk1q orthogonal matrix such thatMpB1˚,iq P
MpB1,iq for i “ 1, 2. Under Conditions A1-A4 and C1-C8, for any B1˚,i, it holds that
p2ÿ
m“1
p2ÿ
`“1
}B˚1,1pη1, η2q1Ωx,11,m`ph, r0 ` q}2$&% “ 0  ď 0,ď Op2p1`β1´δ11´δ121 p2´δ21´δ222 q `Op4p1`β1´2δ121 p2´2δ222 q  ą 0,
p2ÿ
m“1
p2ÿ
`“1
}B˚1,1pη1, η2q1Ωx,12,m`ph, r0 ` q}22
$&% “ 0  ď 0,ď Op2p1`β1´2δ121 p2´2δ222 q  ą 0,
p2ÿ
m“1
p2ÿ
`“1
}B˚1,2pη1, η2q1Ωx,21,m`ph, r0 ` q}22
$&% ď Op2p
1`β1´2δ11
1 p
2´2δ21
2 q  ď 0,
“ 0  ą 0,
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p2ÿ
m“1
p2ÿ
`“1
}B˚1,2pη1, η2q1Ωx,22,m`ph, r0 ` q}22$&% ď Op2p
1`β1´δ11´δ12
1 p
2´δ21´δ22
2 q `Op4p1`β1´2δ111 p2´2δ212 q  ď 0,
“ 0  ą 0.
Proof: Similar to proof of Lemma 7 in Liu and Chen (2019).
Proof of Corollary 1. Similar to proof of and Corollary 1 in Liu and Chen (2016).
Proof of Theorem 4. With Lemma 12, following the proof of Theorem 4 in Liu and
Chen (2019), we can reach the conclusion.
Proof of Theorem 5. Similar to proof of Theorem 3.
Appendix C Multinational Macroeconomic Indexes Dataset
Table 9 lists the short name of each series, its mnemonic (the series label used in the OECD
database), the transformation applied to the series, and a brief data description. All series
are from the OECD Database. In the transformation column, ∆ denote the first difference,
∆ ln denote the first difference of the logarithm. GP denotes the measure of growth rate
last period.
Short name Mnemonic Tran description
CPI: Food CPGDFD ∆2 ln Consumer Price Index: Food, seasonally adjusted
CPI: Ener CPGREN ∆2 ln Consumer Price Index: Energy, seasonally adjusted
CPI: Tot CPALTT01 ∆2 ln Consumer Price Index: Total, seasonally adjusted
IR: Long IRLT ∆ Interest Rates: Long-term gov bond yields
IR: 3-Mon IR3TIB ∆ Interest Rates: 3-month Interbank rates and yields
P: TIEC PRINTO01 ∆ ln Production: Total industry excl construction
P: TM PRMNTO01 ∆ ln Production: Total manufacturing
GDP LQRSGPOR ∆ ln GDP: Original (Index 2010 = 1.00, seasonally adjusted)
IT: Ex XTEXVA01 ∆ ln International Trade: Total Exports Value (goods)
IT: Im XTIMVA01 ∆ ln International Trade: Total Imports Value (goods)
Table 9: Data transformations, and variable definitions
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Country ISO ALPHA-3 Code Country ISO ALPHA-3 Code
United States of America USA United Kingdom GBR
Canada CAN Finland FIN
New Zealand NZL Sweden SWE
Australia AUS France FRA
Norway NOR Netherlands NLD
Ireland IRL Austria AUT
Denmark DNK Germany DEU
Table 10: Countries and ISO Alpha-3 Codes in Macroeconomic Indices Application
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